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Med-

,

No. 7— Somi

VANPUTTBN,

Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Mediclnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.

V

W.VahDbn Bibo’s Family Medicines

•

-

No. 52

EIGHTH

;

STREET.

I

CO., Dealers in all
1YI kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper,

|

Carpets, Cofflns,Picture Frames, etc. : River st.

«

2
3

“ ................
Column ................
**

*1 "
H,

1 T.

6 x.

850 500
500 800
00 10 00
00 17 00
00 25 00
00 40 00

8
10
.................. 17
................. 25

Mich.

SUte. Free bus in connectionwith the

8 00
10 00
17 00
25 00
40 §0
66 00

Holland,

Business
islnei Cards in City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribers,
feff" All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
lines,

Drug Store.
Kremera & Bangs.

The Sherwin-Williams prepared

0

8-ly

paint

cases. Send

class.

Phila.,

Holland
Chicago.

to

F*

Exp. Exp.

Mail.

to

Mall.

TOWNS.

J., Livery

and

Boardini
stable. Fine rigs and good horses can a
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott's
33-tf

Holland.

Hotel.

Day Nj’t
Exp. Exp.

iv

XX

Taling Effect, Sunday, May 18, 1884.
From
From Chicago

Pa.

Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to

H„ Llverv

TJAVERKATE, G.

call

loudly for radical rehut
the deliverances of

to

Dr. Kline, 931 Arch

and
and political evils there are tho
methods and instruments ^of their cure,

social

we should lose

begun under republican administration,
manity, nay
should be completedby the further ex-

VTIBBELINK, J.

H., Livery and Sale Stable
Ninth street, near Market.

fits

St.,

12-ly

service to

which

and

all laws at

it is applicable.Tho

variance with the

repealed to tho

end

However there

objec.ta

to

m.

Rapids.

From Holland
Grand
p m. p.m. a. m.

From Grd. Rapids
to

Holland.

m.J p. m.
10 05 3 00 t5 (A) ....Holland..... 10 10 1 15
3 12 5 13 ....Zeeland ..... 10 02
3 3) 5 3ft ..Hudsonvilie... 9 45
8
5 50 ....GrondviUe... 9 32
SO 45 4 (X) 6 10 ..Grand Rapids., 9 15 12 25
a.

U

.m

p

m.

?.

a.

m.

9
9
9
8

50
40
15
55

35
m. p.m. p.m.

a.

to

p.m.

ttt

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
rom Holland

Muskegon.

F

p.

m.

m.

a.

3 00
3 25
3 35
4 00
4 Oft
4 40
p m.

1ft 10

From Muskegon
to

a. tn.

p.

Holland.

m. p.m. p.m.

20
55
10
ai
40
15

....Holland. ... 1 Id 8
...West Olive...
2
2
..Grand Haven.. 12 25 2
...FerryaburR... 12 ai 2
... Muskegon... 11 5 ft 1

p.m. a. m.

p. in. p.

tft

30 5
4!) 6
00 6
03 6
4ft 7

10
10
11
11
!i

to

U)
35
27
05
00
25

9 40
9 17
9 07
8 50
8 40
+8 05

m. p.m.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

Allegan.

From Holland

From Alleganto
Holland.
p. m. a.m. p.*m.

p. m. a. m. a. m.
3 00 *8 00 10 10 ..Holland.. 5 1(1 10 10
1 35
3 20 8 30 10 25 .Fillmore.. 455 9 50
1 05
8 8ft 8 50 10 34 .Hamilton. 4 4ft 9 42 12 50
3 47
9 80 10 44 .Dunning.. 4 35
9 30 12 15
4 15 10 10 11 05;..Allegan..
4 15 9 05 •11 35
jp. m. a.m. a. m.
p. m. a. m. p. m.

• Mixed tralos.
t Ruus dally, all other trains dally except Sunday. All trains run by Detroit time.
Mixed Trains leave Holland, going north, at
ft ti rv at Grand
rt f>
A n /I a mV *At1ICa taa
7:50 a m. arriving
Rapids
at 10:15 a ra,
and at 10:05 p m, arriving at Muekego!
luakesoD at 12:10 a
in; also mixed trains leave Holland, going south,
at 5 50 a m aud 8:55 a m.

1

n

i

nt

I

effectivelyavoided."

, By tho reform bill of 1883, the president farther,make better pastry, and is very
is empowered to extend tho competitive healthful.

system to

cafrying away all poisonous matter ami

all

government offices with

less be

done

when

the nationalcommis-

"My dear

sion judges the time ripe for such appeal

Physician aud Surgeon, can be
found in his office,cor. River and Eighth
streets in Vandcrveeu’sBlock.

' MIN& WEST

Cntral Tint

Pa?a. Mix’d Pass.

STATIONS

A. X. A. M. P. X.
5 90 5 10
10 10
11 02 800 6 05
8 52 6 27
11
9 02 6 81
11 89
9 30 6 41
11 39
11 5ft 9 57 B 57
12 OS 10 20 7 10
12 30 11 15 7 33
12 48 11 52 7 50
12 55 12 07 7 57
1 06 -.980 807
1 17 12 60 8 18
8 40
1 38
1 38
2 05 2 42 9 09
2 17 3 10 9 22
2 Vi 3 52 9 40
2 56 4 40 P. X.
SOI 4 57
3 10 5
3 45 6 30
8 53 6 50
3 59 7 04
4 10 7 25
P- M. Ip. x.

i.

Walsh.

©ur itarlutiS.

WM. BAUMGARTEL,

debates and discussiohsthat preceeded

WHOLESALE.)

(

(Correctedevery Friday by E.

J.

Harrington.)

©
io
Butter, V
.....................
©
Kggs, V dozen., ..................
©

Apples,V bushel .................. 20
Beaus, ^ bushel ....... ....... 80

Chicago and West Mich.

1

..

U

U

Honey, $ lb ......................
Onions, $1 bushels ................ 40
Potatoes, fi bushel

-ERAILWAYe-

.

.

.

.

21

12

the United States and

©
©
©
©
©
©
©

50
09
00
87
00
30
40
10
55
30
55
00

see

M

©

IP.

4 00

I

General Passenger Agent

Husinws Hiwtimj.
Attoraeyi.

Comaliiloa Hsroha&t.

Merchant, and

dealer in Grain. Flour and Produce. Highest market nrice paid for wheat. Offlcs in Brick
[Tolland,Mich. [7
store cor Ei

ud

i.

1 25
6 50

.....

o
©
©
©
00©
©
©
©

Fine corn meal, per 100 fts ........
Feed, per ton ......................
per 100 fts ...................
Hsy per ton.... .................. 9
Middling, per 100 fts .............
Oats per bushel ...................
Pearl BAley, per 100 lbs ...........
Rye per bushel ...................
Tlmot hy seed, per bushel .
Timothy

“

1
24
1
10

60

1

25

00
00
00

6 00

Notice.

payment

1884.

Ksdlolan.

m.

2 03

Notice is hereby given that after this
date I will not be responsiblefor# any
debts, contracted by my wife, Mary Oxner, and all parties doing so must look to
her for
Joseph Oxner,
Holland, Aug. 20,
29-4w
“Margarets, ’’^AlfredWright’s

te. For

reason for frequent removals. There
idea of as
civil
it

is

mauy

is

in the

to

building,adults, 25 cents;

open every day except Sunday from 8

a.

to 10 p. m.

The popular IllustratedMusical World
comes to band this month containing
choice and interesting miscellany.No
teacher or other musically inclined person

as possible taking part in

should (ail to subscribefor this magszine
administration.But in must cases —the oldest musical monthly In America.
only the voice of disappointedoffice The selectionsof songs and pieces in the

seekers, meaning simply this: the ins September number are very pretty. The
should be outs and the outs should he ins. World is $1.50 per anuum ; 15 cents single

officials to ape the

manners

iors. This result

of

of their super-

official position

and soreness of the

dy

is

Thomas’

flesh, the

Eclectric

grand reme-

Oil. Be sure

among Europeans has been greatly exag- you get the genuine.
gerated. We know from experience that
The September number of the Princeboth in England and on the continent,

ton Review comes freighted with its usual
custom house and post-officeofficialsare
agricultural
cargo of good tilings. The titles and auImplements of all descriptions; the Ester- as polite and obliging as the same classes thors of tho articles are as follows: "Woly Twine Self-binder,the Rawson Reaper in this country.
men of the twentiethcentury,” Francis
and 3Iowcr, the Howe Reaper and the AdAgain, the severity of the competitive
King Carey. "The legal tender decision,"
vance Mower, the Grand de Tours threeexaminationsis adduced as an objection.
hoise sulky plow, the Bissel,South Bend
Worthington C. Ford. "Tho personality
plow, best in the market, the Reram'DK' It is said that under the reformed system of God," Rev. James S. Candllsh, D. D.
ton iron-beam steel plow, Kalamazoo Mr. Vanderbiltor Mr. Gould could not
Spring Tooth drags, the best straighttooth obtain a clerkshipin the custom bouse. This Is a very acute criticism of Dr.
Dodges’ answer to the well-known Panharrow for finishing land made, containing 00 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,' U (Mb ba troe we fc^Biocew pltyj0' | lbe|atic obJecti(inof gpln0M. ..Tb0 teie.
3 inches for every tooth, Dowaeiac Wheel those gentlemen. Their attainments
graph question," Prof, David B. King.
Spring Tooth harrows,seeders and culti- must be moderate indeed. We have at
"The first lines of Biology," John G. Mcvators combined, Albion Wheel Spring
hand a pamphlet containing the actual
Yicar,
L. L. D. "Greek and a liberal
Tooth seeders and harrows combined,

also

Corn ^eft| ,,cr joo fts .............
^orn ghelied.per bushel .......
Klonr, per barrel ...................

•

rotation” in office is often raised as a

Admission

children 15 cents. The exhibition will be

In the old country the "pride of place’’ copy. Address S. Brainard’s Sons, 186
new engine
has become proverbial. But there the State street, Chicago.
and boiler, and the
latest im proved government is in the hands of tbd uri&troFor Burns, Scalds, Bruises and all pain
pump machinery, cratic class of society, nnd it U natural for

and is prepared to
furnish pumps,
drive points, iron
or wooden pipes,
at wholesale or retail, at the most
reasonable prices;

brail.

^
Kfe^ffifts

Claim Agent, Attorneyand
Notary Public; River street.

‘

in the northwest will give

their lowest excursion rates to visitors.

has put in his shop

1 40
24 30
1 15

Bnckwheat< per busheL... ........

gOWARD.M. D.,

usefully educational.All transpor-

a large,

9

Dnigi

H. WILIMIS,

115

Eve •
Timothy Seed, • bushel
T&
Wheat, white • bushel

with
j.

1830, it has never been serious-

something democratic aud popular

(

©

Lake Shore & Mich. Southern. At Jerome
L. 8. & M.8.- At Hanover wlU» L-8 A M 8. At
Homer, with L.8. AM. 8. (Lansing Division) and
Air Liuo Division of the Mich. Central.At M*shall, with M. C. R. R. At Battle Creek, with
ChicagoA Grand Trunk and M. C. R. R. At Montet'b.witb Rapids & Indiana. At A1 egan,
with Chicago & \S est Mich, and L. b. & M. b.
Train. »Md.W,cxccp« Bund.,. B j[cHcon>

jj

before making your journey or

shipments.

........ ©

Train Connections*

T>EACH,W. H. Commission

me

am

WM. BAUMGARTEL,

Clover seed, ft lb ..................
Corn Meal * 100 lbs ........
Corn, shelled |l bushel
Flour, V brl
Fine Corn Meal V 100 lbs
Feed, S tou
• 100 ft
Hay, • ton .......................
7 00
Middling, • 100 ft
oushel,!
Oats. • oi
Pearl Bari

an argument for

ure. Since the inauguration of the "spoils

Canadas. Money system" in

given for freights to all points, Call

©
©
©

10 12
1 69 11
1 38 11
1 12 986
1 00
9 20
12 42 8 82
12 22 7
12,15 7 88
12 1(9 7 25
11 80 6 00
11 27
5 46
11 21' 5 -35
11 10 5 15
A. X. A. X.

years’ term act of 1820,* it was never

can be saved by purchasingtickets of me. ly alleged as an argument in favor of
Through Bills of Lading issued and rates that system. True, the absurd cry of

1

and

tation lines

change from the old system of loug ten-

drain, Feed, Eto.
Agent Chicago and West Michigan Railway.
WHOLESALE.)
(Correctedevery Friday by W. H. Beacli.)
Holland, Mich., Nov. 28. 1883. 42tf
Buckwheat, V bushel ..............
Brau, A 100 lbs ......................
Barley, $ 100 lb .....................
1 10

t

the enactment of the mischevlous feur-

brought forward as

Sells tickets to all principalpoints in

.

©

Apples, ?9 bushel ..................
Beans, bushel .................
Butter, f* fl) ...................... 15
Eggs per dozen ...................
Uouey per lb .....................
Onions, per bushel ...............
Potatoes, pci bushel ...............

A. X. I* X. P. X.
L.Tolcdo.A11 10 5 10 6 50
4
4
4
3
3
2
1
1

©

............... ©
BIT AIL.

Pass. Pass. Mix’d

15
62
47
37
22
08
45
28

North End mission

frowsy urchin, "do you

Ledeboer.

GOING EAST

4
8
3
3
8
3
2
2
2
2

to a

m.

1884.

..Dundee’.. 10 10
...Britton.. « 46
.Rldgewav. 9 42
.Tecnrasek. 9 32
.. Tipton... 9 17
Cambridge 9 05
. Addison.. 8 43
..Jerome .. 8 26
..Moscow.. 8 20
8 C9
..Hanover
..Pulaski.. 7 59
7
37
.. Homer ..
..Marshall 7 It
6 59
...Ceresco.
Battle Cr’k 6 40
A- X.
lAngustu.
.Yorkvtlle..
..Richland..
..Montleth.
....Fisk....
..Kellogg.
A Allegan L

boy,” suid an earnest Sunday-

school teacher at the

jiim. The next step will bo to secure

to

B.,

lb

KM,

He Knew He was a Sinner.

lower than fifty clerks. This will doubt-

know that
restoring the blood to u healthy condition, the repeal of the obnoxious tour-years'
we are all sinners ?”
enriching it,. refreshing ami invigorating term— Acts of 1820 and subsequent years,
"Yres, marm."
TTRBMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Resi- both mind and body. They are easy of by which collectors, district attorneys,
A long and earnest talk followed, in
i\. denco mi Twelfth street, cor. of Market
administration,prompt in their action, marshals and postmasters are virtually
street. Office at the drug store of Krcmers A
which the claims of tho gospel were fully
Bangs. Office hoara from 11 a. m. to 12 in., and certain in their results, sate and reliable in
discharged just when their services have
from 5 to 6 p.
50-ly
set forth, but the teacher was only reall forms of disease. Every moment of
become roost valuable to the government. warded with an uninteligiblestare.
TTATES, O. E., Physicianand Surgeon. Office our lives, every part of our bodies, is
X at residence on the corner of River aud wearing out and is being built up anew. In New York, which takes the lead In reFinally, it occurred to the teacher that
Eleventh streets, formerly occupied by the late This work is accomplished by the blood.
form, all admissionsto the slate service,
Dr. B.
43-ly.
perhaps
she had taken the boy beyond bis
’ 'he blood if pure makes the entire circuit
with some few exceptions,are through
depth,
and
she inquired:
f
the
body
every
seven
minutes.
But
if
ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
ivl office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty, t becomes weak or vitiated and docs not the competitive system. The law applies
"John, you know what a sinner is, don't
Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 p.
26-ly.
perform its work properly the system is te each of the 23 incorporated cities
you?”
actually poisoned by the worn-out matter
in that state and the mayor of each is
Phttagrapher.
"Sinners, marm? oh, yes; sinners is
clogging the vital organs instead of leavTJIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,Gal- ng the body. Cleanse the blood when- required to carry out the reformedsystem. strings in turkeys’ W«."
XX lery opposite this office.
ever you find its impurilies bursting
It Is said the long tenure of office tends
The 12ih consecutive,annual Interthrough the skin in pimples,eruptions, to make the incumbent indolent and overWatokii and Jmlry.
sores, etc. Keep the liver in order, the
state exposition will he hold in Chicago
J^REYMAN.OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and blood pare health of# the system will fol bearing, begetting the feelingthat the po- September 3 to October 18, inclusive.
dealer In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market ow. For sale by H.
30-4t sition is private property,elevatinghim
For the current year, we are informed,
above the general public. Did experience
the applications for space have been even
go to show that such an effect really folmore numerous nnd urgent than ever belowed, as the creation of an office-hold24-1 r.
fore. The mammoth building is fu|l to
ing aristocracy, it would form a serious
overflowing with novel and interestingexobjection to that feature of C. S. reform
hibits in oil departments. No pains nor
which forbids removal during good beexpense have been spared by the manageFreight and Ticket Agent
havior. But such is not the case. In the
ment to render the exhibition attractive
Produce, Eto.
T)EST, R.

Michigan and Ohio Railroad.
Taking Effect August

so deaf as those

who buy any other brand than
DeLand’s Chemical Baking Powder,
which is made from Cream Tartar and
Soda only. Please try it. It will go

er of official patronagemay he wisely and

SEAL BITTERS

D

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

none

as those

pow

.

p. m.|p.

are

he who will not bear and none so deceived

that tho dangers to

free institutions,which lurk in the

Krkmers & Banos.

h

BEcfc.

and purpose of the reform should be

of existing reformed legislationshould

White
and White

ROMEYN

Holland, Mich.

DeLand’a Chemical Baking Powder has
observed in all executive appointments, always found an appreciative public.
spirit

yAN

m.

hu-

the reality and watchful
T.

tahlished by law to all the grades of the

wash brushes, call at

X

a.

faith in the progress of

in

tension of the reformed system already es

If you wish a bargain in Paints,
Lead, Oils, Varnishes, Paint

A2« pAUELS.VAN PUTTENA

m.tp.m

re-

net teach that side by side with moral

reform of the civil service auspiciously

Kanufaotoriei,Kllli, Shops, Eto.
.m. p. mJa. m.
p.m. p.m. a.m.
0tO6 1 10)10 15 ....Holland ..... 2 55 10 05 4 50
Will Cure Youl
CO., Proprietors
10 30
10 35 East Saugatuck 2 45
4 ,q
of Ptugger MUlt; (Steam Sayv and Flour
10 40
.New
Richmond.
2
45
9
42
10 45
GOLDENare the
q qn Mills.) near foot of 8tli street.
11 32 2 05 11 80 ..Ud. Junction.. 2 Oft 9 07 3
30
great bloed purifier, liver ami kidney rem11 55 2 17 11 50 . ...Bangor.... 2 87 8 55 3 10
RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements
.BentonHarbor.12 40 800 1 65
1 25 3 00
and Machinery,cor. River nnd Ninth Street. edy and life giving principle, a perfect
1 50 3 10
. .8t. Joseph...12 3D1 7 65 1 60
8 15 4 101
..New Buflalo.. 11 30 7 18 12 45
renovator ami invigarator of the system
PhrilcH&i.
7 30l 6 51)
...Chicago.,... 8 55; 3 401 9 55
a.

in many other directions.We

joice in the prospect. If observationdid

care of an overrulingprovidence.

B‘ andbarnonMarket street. Everythingfirst-

Chicago A West Michigan Railway.

which experiencewill correct and

does not affeet the truth or valuo of tho

have been growing more pronounced. The last nationalconvention
at Chicago adopted the following: “The

FITS; All Fits stopped free by Dr.
Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer.No fits
after first day’s use. Marvelous cures.

Llvirv uiBals BUblii.

>OONE

tail

the party

Kbemers & Bangs.

Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.60 per day. Good accommodations can always be relied on. Holland,

pil Hoads.

aminations have been injndiciens or to#
severe, this is ameng tho mistakes In de-

go on, not only on thejine of civil service

drew Johnson

oil, go to the Central

QCOTT’ HOTEL. W. P.

Mich.

inccesifal

particular ex-

,

In large and small cans at
cbanges.

hai been

a high degree. If

nous period of 24 4rears, or since

For Alabftstlne,Whiting and Colors in form.” Since that date

Hotel.
10-ly

accommoda-

for

those most competent to

if

general principle.

WTi

CITTh?SL»r.SVnHo?.Mo

for I

652.

trolled the national administrationfor a

27.

Hottli.

NO.

Finally we have heard it said George H.
F. & A. 2C.
the inauguration of Mr. Lincoln. Its
Pendleton
lost place and power In the
ARiouLABCommunication of Unitt Lodoi, utterances upon the subject have been
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall
democraticparty by his advocacy of civil
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock sharp, on Wednesday uneqnivocal.The national republican
service reform. This is one of those in
evenings, Jan. 9, Feb. 6, March 5, April 9, May 7,
June 4, Jnly 2. Ang. 6. Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 29, conventionof 1808, the first that met af- terrorem arguments which carry no weight
Nov. 28, Dec. 81. St. John’s days June 24, and ter the close ot the war, declared; u The
whatever.Losses sf this kind sre very
Dec.
_ ..
government of the United States should
R. B. Best, W.M.
common to those who set themselves to
D.L.Botd.S’w’v.
he administeredwith the strictesteconoreform abuses. The reformer is not apt
my, and the corruptions which have been
to be popular. Neverthelessreform will
^0(^1.
so shamefully nursed and fostered by An-

Qiniral Dialiri.

IDB PRINTING PrmptlF aol Neatly Eiecatet

8 x.

ment. The republican party has concontin

months.

Square .................

week

VIsitingbrothers
arecordiallylnvited
L. D. Baldus, N. G.
William Baumgartxl. R. 8.

EYER, BROUWER A

$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if

1

of each

faralturs.
TLf

0n.I,o!!.Mor pS

con-

FellowaHall,Holland,Mich.,onTue8dayEvenlng sidered the settled policy ot the govern-

iness.

|

StriMcrlpUen:

at six

The reform of the subordinateexecu-

I. 0. Of 0. P.

.

Editor and PMlther,

paid

parlment, and

decide are right,

Holland City Lodge, No. 192. IndepnndentOrdertive offices of the civil service may be
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd

RirerSt.

to

WILLIAmIT ROGERS.
Terms of

to Civil Service

Obj actions

to

I

:

WHOLE

1884.

13,

Beform Considered.

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN. WALSH
hkBER, Druggist * Pharmacist; a
VY fullstock of goods appertaining the hasOFFICE

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

es and

PUBLISHED EVKBY SATURDAY AT

n

MICH.,

ditij

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A
'

HOLLAND,

32.

sale

m

^ BAK04t

i

Studebaker farm and freight wagons, questionsasked in competitive examin- education,"President Noah Porter, Yale
Kalamazoo open and top buggies, ations of applicants for clerkships in the
College.
new kind of walking cnllivators, 5-tooth, New York custom bouse. They are cer8-tootb, and 2-shovel, Detour sulky culti"I wish my wife wasn’t a politician,"
tainly not mose difficult than the average

& Co. steam
tbreashers.Engines from one-horse to of thooe put te pupils of grammar school said Snifkins. sadly. "Why?” asked bis
one thousand-horsepower. Call and see grades in onr public schools. Tbs reform friend. "Is she a democrat or a republimy new goods before purchasing else- seeks carefully to discriminatebetween can?" "Neither,she’s a ‘bolter’—she
P. H. WILMS,
differentdepartmentsof civil service and won’t let me in after 10:80 o’clock at
River St., Holland. Mich., Apr. 10, *84
between differentgrades of the same de- night”
10-ly.
vators, Aultmau and Russel

where.

»
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for stealing from the bank
$7,000, depositedby the NorthernPacific
Bail way.... President Arthur was one of
the 700 persons who participatedin a dom
ino ball given at Newport by J. G. Ben-

Tenth Mic
Charles C. Comstock,
Thu citizens of
Richards at Cheraw last winter, will not be
Greenback,
Fifth Michigan; Frank Governor and other State officers, members
prosecuted. The State’s Attorney of ChesLawler, Democrat, Second Ulinois;
terfield County, where Cash lives, entered
R.
R. Hitt, Republican, Sixth Illinois; T. of the Legislature,and upon a prohibition
a nolle prosequi in the case. This action
W.
Sadler, Democrat,FiftkAlabami;John amendment to the State constitution.
has caused great indignation,especially as
epi _
and Redman the
Cash threatensvengeance against those M. Glover, Democrat,Nintn Missouri; H. Robie was the Republican
F. Pennington, fusion, Third Michigan; Democratic candidate for Governor. A
who arrested him.
Wm. E. Mason and George R. Davis, Rethe
An Augusta (Ga.) dispatch announces publicans, Third Illinois; J. H. Hopkins, dispatch from - Portland
morning after the election says:
the death of Bishop George Pierce, of the Democrat, Twenty-second Pennsylvania;
Two hundred and sixty-seven towns give
Methodist Church South.
Morrison Foster, Democrat, Twenty-third Robie 61,318; Redman. 45,064;scattering,
In the Memphis district the cotton plane Pennsylvania;J. S. Wqolson, Republican, 2,405, a plurality of 16,245. The same
is affected by drought, rust, and worms, First Iowa; George Halsey, Republican, towns in 1882 gave Robie 50,190; Plaisted,
Sixth New Jersey; J. B. Weber, Republic- 47,500; scattering,4,467; plurality,8,675.
and the outlook is for but an average crop,
an, Thirty-third New York.
The towns to hear from gave Robie 16,286
in case frosts hold off till Oct 24 ..... A
New York telegramto the Chicago and Plaisted 16,411. Robie will have over
forest fire in Talbot County, Md., has
Tribune: John Kelly held a secret in- 16,000 plurality in a total vote of about 140,burned over 1,000 acres of timber lands.
000. The vote of 1880 gave a totil pluralformal conference with a number of Tamity of 169, so the gain this year is 16,000 on
many leaders, and received an expression of the gubernatorialvote of 1880. The Prestheir views on the Presidentialquestion. It idential vote that vear gained 9,000
The Treasury Department has issued or- is stated that many of them believed it on the gubernatorial
d vote, and probders to Collectorsof Customs that hereafter would be more consistentin the organiza- ably will gain in November considerably on
tion to support Cleveland, although it was
this. All four Congressmenare elected,
when a vessel carrying rags arrives at any
evidentthatit would be lukewarm. Mr.
port it shall be the duty of the importer to Kelly listenedattentively to the remarks of and the Legislature will be overwhelmingly
Republican. The prohibition amendment
produce positiveevidence that the cargo is his twenty-fourlieutenants,and then he
is adopted by a large majority. Mr. Blaiue
from a non-infected port, and is free from summed up the case. He said that there

nett

the
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THE NEWS CONDENSED.

on

THE EAST.
A fight of

forty-five rounds,

glove*,between Jim

with hard

McHugh, of Glasgow,

and Dave Fitzgerald,of Toronto, occurred
at Rockaway Beach, Long Island. Both
were seriouslyinjured, and the referee declared the contesta draw because of interference by the spectators.

Frank

Frisbie, exchange clerk in the

First National

Bank

of Portland, Oregon,

was arretted on a PacificMail steamer at

New York

Senator Henry B. Anthony

died

rather suddenly at Providence,R. L, at

69. The deceased was born of
Quaker parents at Coventry, R. I., April 1,
1815. He received his early education in
the age of

and received a collegiate course at Brown University,where
he graduated B. A. in 1833. Five years
later he became editor and proprietor of the Providence Journal.
His success as
editor and
the place of his birth,

an

WASHIiWTOl*.

germ

of

disease. The

difficulty of

pro

should

be harmony of

action at

this

of

the

ducing such evidence virtually prevents the time for
sake
organizaintroduction of rags.... John B. Dawson, tion and the Democratic party, and,
a clerk in the Pension Bureau at Washing- although strictures might be passed by some
ton, died last week. He weighed 438 upon the Presidential nominee,yet, as the
pounds, and his body had to be placed in a great majority of those present,representgrape arbor until a coffin could be made.
ing the twenty-four Assembly districts

The

Commissionhas ordered a
sufficient amount of extra supplies to be

throughout the city, had ^expressedthemselves as in favor of indorsing the Democratic nominee, it seemed to be the desire
sent to the starving Piegans at the Black
of the Tammany adherents to carry out that
feet agency. This was accomplished, with
plan, and the will of the people should be
the approval of the President, by applying obeyed. These remarks were received with
unexpended funds from appropriationsfor the usual applause, whereupon it was
other tribes.
agreed that Grover Cleveland for President
Indian

Mr. St. John, an employe of the Gen- and Thomas A. Hendricks for Vice Presileading provincialnewspapersin the United
eral Land Office, was sent to Colorado to deut should be indorsed by T.immany Hall.
States. Mr. Anthony’s political career was
not less brilliant After holding various investigate certain complaints. In f^as
tiEXERAL.
Animas County he found 100,000 acres of
unimportant offices, he was, in 1849, elected
the
public
domain
inclosed
with
barbed
Governor of Rhode Island. He was again
At Chatan and Henley Harbor, on the
elected to this office in 1850, and wire, bearing signs threatening death for
Labrador
coast, rioting has occurred bewould have been elected to a third cutting or leaving gates open.
tween
Orangemen
and Catholics, in which
term had he accepted the nomination.
firearms were freely used, many persons
Eight years later he was chosen United
POLITICAL.
being killed and wounded on both sides.
States Senator. As each of his sextennial
Gen. Butler, after addressing a
Two squares of buildings in Marathon,
Grangers’ picnic near Harrisburg,Pa., New Y'ork, were destroyed by fire. A loss
journeyed to New York City, and made a
Republicans
President pro tern of the Senate. He was speech before the State Greenback Convenalways a stanch supporterof the Repub- vention. He then journeyed West, and at
Detroit spoke to an audience estimated at
lican party.
25,000 in numbers. At Grand Rapids and
Charles J. Folder, Secretary of the Muskegon, Mich., he addressed large openTreasmy, died on the 4th inst. at Geneva, air assemblages. Thence he jumped over
N. Y., in his 66th year. His demise is di- into Illinois, and spoke to a • large as*
rectly attributableto overwork. For two semblagein Battery D Armory.

and 1871 he was chosen by

the

Tenn.,

by

of

The

FOREIGN.

-

~

THE WEST.

nominations for Secretary of State and for
Treasurer. The Texas RepublicanConvenpneumonia epidemic among cattle in nine tion adopted a resolutionthat it is injudiherds, and enjoined their owners from cious to place a State ticket in the field, and
transporting them without a certificate of recommending the Republicans to aid in
good health.
the electionof all independent candidates.
An incendiary fire at Missoula, Montana, The Kansas Prohibition Convention nomswept away twenty-two buildings,valued at inated a full State ticket, headed by Mr.

Governor of Illinois has decided pleuro-

i

$30,000. The shoe factory of Rice &
Hutchins, at Marlboro, Mass, worth $60,000, was also burned.

The Indianapolis Sentinel made formal
answer to Mr. Blaine’s libel suit, maintaining that the facts it published concerning
Blaine’s domestic troubles were true, and,
being so, were justly made public. Certain questions are propounded to the
plaintifftouching his maniage, the birth
of his first child, its death, and place of
interment, and the mutilation of the monument over its grave. . .During a sham battle at a soldiers’ reunion at Fremont, Neb.,
forty spectators were injured by the collapse of a platform, but none of them
.

fatally ......

The

Northwestern Base-Ball

League has sunk $50.(100this season.
Gretchen Zeilino. a beautiful German
girl employed as a domestic in the house of
Col. Charles Parrot, of Columbus, Ohio,
was shot dead by her jealous lover, James

Jetmore for Governor.
Mrs.

Belva A. Lockwood

has for-

mally accepted a nominationfor the Presi-

dency by the Woman’s National Equal

Grover Cleveland' visited the

A cable dispatch says:

“Cholera

is

spreading with alarming rapidity in Italy.
At Naples there were 173 new cases and 76

fair

grounds at Elmira, N. Y., where 50,000 persons had gathered, and was received with an

He

delivered a brief adhis carriage ..... A wager of

artillerysalute.

dress from
$30,000 to $25,000 on the Republican
national ticket, offered by Angus Smith, of
Milwaukee,has been accepted by a Chicagoan.

The name of

ex-

Congressman Crowley,

of New York, is being pressed upon the
President for the vacant Secretaryship of
the Treasury. Assistant SecretaryCoon,
who rose from a $1,200 clerkship, is a
prime favoriteat the White House. ExSpeaker Sharpe, of the New Y’ork Assembly, is a candidate. SecretaryChandler
urges the promotionof Assistant Secretary
French.

The

Pall Mall Gazette states that China

has declared war against France. The declaration takes

the form of a manifestoby

of $85,000 was incurred at Memphis, the Emperor to his

the burning of Wilkinson &
Co.’s drug house, on Main street ____ Barrett, Waters &. Lewis, wooden-ware manufacturersat Cincinnati,have made an assignment.The dry-goods house of Brooks,
Miller & Co., Baltimare, also assigned; aud
judgments for $36,000 were entered against
Edward S. Mawson & Sons, furriers, of
weeks he had been unable to lie down, and
George R. Davis has been renomi- the same city.
he died while sitting in a chair. Up to nated for Congress by a faction of the ReIn a court-roomat Montreal, an insane
within twenty-four hours
his
publicans of the Third District of Illinois. murderer threw a large water-pitcher at
death he insisted upon answering
telegrams.
deceased The Democrats of the Twenty-first Ohio Attorney General Blair, ^stunning him by
was bom in Nantucket, Mass., April 16, 1818. District renominated Martin A. Foran, and blow on the temple. The maniac cried
In 1830 his father removed to Geneva, N. the Republicans of the Fourth Virginiaput bitterly when removed in irons ____ A
Y., where Mr. Folger lived the rest of his forward Col. Brady, a protege of Mahone. schoonercapsized in New foundlandwaters,
life. After leaving college Mr. Folger The Democrats of the Seventh In- and all hands perished.
studied law, and was admittedto the ___ diana District nominated W\ D. Bvnum.
Julius B. Fredericks, who was a serwhen 21 years old. His first office was that Daniel Ermentroutwas renominated\jy the
geant
in the Greeley polar expedition,deof Judge of the Court of Common Pleas, Democrats of the Eighth Pennsylvania District,
Edgar
Weeks
by
the
Republicans
of
lies
the
story that there were two factious
to which he was appointedin 1844, and
he was soon after made a Master and the Seventh Michigan, and John J. O'Neill n the Greely party, and soys the men of
Examiner in Chancery. In 1851 he was by the Democrats of the Eighth Missouri. the expedition were united and harmouions.
elected County Judge, and in 1861 Judge John Rector will run independently There may have been cannibalism,but of this
he was electedto the New York State Sen- in the Tenth Texas. Jerry H. Murphy was le has no personal knowledge. He gives the
ate as a Republican, which party he had nominated by the Democrats of the Second following account of the shooting of Henry:
entered on its formation. He remained in Iowa. The Greenbackers and People’s “Henry had been warned several times about
the State Senate until 1869, when Presi- party, in convention at Monmouth, 111., in- stealingfood, but he repented the offense
dent Grant appointed him Assistant United dorsed Mr. Neece, the Democraticnominee and finally Greely issued an order for his
States Treasurer for New York City. He for Congress. The Democrats and Green- execution. Three guns were loaded — two
was electedJudge of the Court of Appeals backers of the Eighth Michigan District with ball and one wi!h cartridge. Freder(the highest court in the State of New nominated Timothy E. Tarsney.
icks, Long, and Brainardwere detailed to
York) in 1870, and on the death of Chief
The Democrats of Connecticut renomi- cany the order into effect. They took the
Justice Church, in May, 1880, he was apnated Gov. Waller, and put forward George guns and found Henry 150 yards away in
pointed to fill the vacancy, and in
the act of stealingsealskins. The three
the following November was elected G. Sumner for LieutenantGovernor, D. men approached within twenty yards and
to the place for the full term of Ward Northropfor Secretary of State, and the ranking man called out: ‘Henry, we
fourteen years. In November,' 1881, Alfred G. Goodrich for Treasurer..... are now compelledto earn- out our orders.’
he resigned the position to accept that of The Republican State Convention of Thf men fired and Henry dropped dead. ”
Secretary of the Treasury in President Ar- New Hampshire nominated the Hon.
thur’s Cabinet. He ran against Grover Moody Currier for Governor, and James E.
Cleveland for Governor in 1882, and was Larkin and George W. Libby for electorsat-large. Resolutionswere adopted indefeated by nearly 200,000 majority
Each town in Italy is taking independent
The Treasury Department at Washington dorsing President Arthur’s admihistation,
measures
for protection against cholera,
approving
the
Republican
national
platwas dosed on the 5th inst. out of respectto
the late Secretary Folger. Assistant- form. demanding a free vote and a fair several villages having established armed
Secretary Coon will be Acting Secretory count, the protection of American citizens cordons. King Humbert gave $2,000 to
until the President nominates Secretary at home and abroad, and eulogizing Blaine aid the sufferers at Spezia, and three Cabiand Logan
Folger’s successor.
net ministers are distributingrelief in the
The [Massachusetts Democratic Conven- worst quarter of Naples ____ A cable mesThe funeral of Senator Anthony was
solemnized at the First Congregational tion, in session at Worcester, nominated sage to 8. W. JTallmadge, of Milwaukee,
states that the English
lish wheat
wk* crop this harChurch in Proridence, R. I., and was the Judge 'William C. Endicott, for Governor.
vest is abont 72,000,000 bushels— an inoccasion of a gathering of the representa- Hon. George D. Robinson was renominated crease of 16,000,000 bushels over last year.
by the Mastive men of the nation and State such as for Governor, by acoj[amation,
The yield in Frauce promises to be largo ____
was probably never equaled in that city. sachusetts Republican State Conven- The Republique Francaiae,the semi-ofliPresidentArthur, Senator Edmunds, arid tion. The Wisconsin Republican Con- cial organ of the French Ministry, inti*
other distinguishedpersons were present. vention nominatedGov. Rusk and all the mates that Admiral Courbet will occupy the
present State officers for re-election. Island of Formosa and bold it until China
The Iowa DemocraticConvention nomi- pays the indemnity demanded ..... Twenty
nated E. L. Burton for Judge of the Supersons were burned to death in a sulphur
On reportsof the State Veterinarian,the preme Court, and ratified the Greenback mine at Nicosia, Sicily.

•

voted the Republican State ticket at Augusta. He did not vote on the constitutional amendment prohibiting the sale or
manufactureof liquors.

them to

subjects, calling on

repel the foreign

foe. The same

journal asserts that the Chinese forts on the
Min River were not badly damaged by the
fire from the French fleet It admits, however, that the naval loss was serious .....
The English gunboat Zephyr was fired upon
from the Kiupoi forts. The Chinese were
soon made aware of their error, and satisfactorily explained the matter to the British
Admiral. . .During August British imports
decreased, compared with the same month
last year, £6,000,000; exports, compared
with August, 1883, decreased£1,600,000.

second son, in Ireland is getttug out.

It
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Marietta L. Stowe, Prwldent; Eliza C. Webb,
Secretary;

and members of

the

Woman’s Na-

tional Eqnal Rights party:
Having been dnly notified of yoor action In
conventionassembled of Aog. 23, 1884, in nominating me as a candidatefor the high position
of Chief Magistrate of the United States aa the
choice of the Eqnal Rights party, and although
feeling unworthy and incompetent to fill so high
a place, I am constrainedto accept the nomination so generously and enthusiastically tendered by the only politicalparty which really
and truly remeHents the Interests of our wholepeople, North and South, East and West, because I believe
*
that with
TV • VM yoor
J VIA* unanimous
UUMMIAMVIAD (tail*
and
cordial support, and the fairness and justice of
our cause, I shall not only be aide to carry tho

V

elected, and should our party, with its

grand

platform of principles,be successfulin the
contemplated election, It will be my earnest
effort to promote and maintain equal political
privileges to every class of our citizens, irrespectiveof sex, color, or nationality, and tomake of this great and gloriouscountry In
truth what It has so long been in name— “the
land of the free and the home of the brave." I
shall seek to insure a fair distribution of the
public offices to women as well as to men, with
scrupulousregard to dvll aervloe reform, after
women are duly InstalledInto the offices. I am
also In accord with the platformof the party in.
the desire to foster American Industries, and in
sympathy with the working men and women of
the country who are organized against free
trade, for the purpose of rendering the laboring
classes of onr country comfortable and independent I sympathize with the soldler’a
widow, believe in the re-enactmentof the arreara
act and the Increase of pensionsto widows, believing that the surplus revenues of the country can not be better used than in clothing
the widows and educating the orphans of our
nation's defenders. I would also suggest the
abolishmentof the pension office, -its complicated and technical machinery, which so beautifullyillnstrateshow not to do It. and recommend in Its stead three Commissioners,whose
only duty should consist in requiringfrom an
applicant for invalid pension his certificateof
honorabledischarge;from the widow, proof .of
marriage; and from the mother, proof of birth.
I am opposed to monopoly in the sense of men
monopolizingall of the votes and all of theofflees,and at the same time insisting upon
having the distribution of all of the money,,
noth public and private. It Is this sort of monopoly that has made possible the large breachesof
trust with Government officials, caused bank:
suspensions,and defalcations all over the country. It has engendered and fosteredstrikes.
I am opposed to the wholesale monopoly of the
judiciaryof the country by male voters. If
elected, I shall fed it Incumbent on me to appoint a reasonable number of women as DistrictAttorneys, Marshals, and Judges of the United
States, and would appoint any competent woman to any vacancy that might occur on the
United States Supreme Bench. I am In full
sympathywith the temperance advocates of the

•

yours,

corn is placed at 106 per cent, wheat 100,
rye 100, oats 93, barley 96$, Irish potatoes
104$, tobacco 100, apples 109$. This is a
splendid showing. .. .L. B. French, dry
goods dealer at Taylorville,HI., failed for
$7,000
A number of cattle and sheep at
Clinton, HI., are dying of an unknown dis-

—

ease.

Madison,and was called to order by C. H.
Giles, Chairman of the State Central Committee. John J. Sutton, of Columbus, was
elected temporary Chairman. The latter
made a lengthy speech, assailing the Re-

temperance people on the growth

*

THE MARKET.
NEW

YORK.

Beeves ..........................ffi.OO @1 7.50
Hocjs .............................6.00 (a) 0.75
Flour— Extra ................... 4.60 & 0.00
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .......... .R7 M) .89
No. 2 Red .............. .‘.U (<l .!)!!$
Corn-No. 2 ..................... .01 (<$ .65
Oats— Whit?.: ................... .88
.13
Pork— New Mess ............... 17.75 (£18.25

&

CHICAGO.
Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 6.75 &
Good Shipping ......... 0.00 (3)

Common

to Pair .......

1.5)

7.25

50
5.50

f

Corn-No.

2

...................... .55

(.«>

Oath— No. 2 ...................... .23 an
Rye— No. 2. ...................... .53 («>
Barley— No. 2 ................... .00 £
Butter— Choice Creamery ...... .20 (tC

.08
.2*

.82
.50
.20

•

&

®
&
®

No. 2 .................... .77
.78
Corn -No. 2 ...................... .51 <3> .56
Oats— No. 2 ..................... .23
.3-)
Bablby-No. 2 Spring ........... .01
.02
Pork— Mena ......................17.00 (£17.50
Lard .............................7.25 ® 7.50

w „

BT. LOUIS.
Wheat-No. .................... .81 ®
Corn— Mixed ..................... .48 at
Oats— No. ..................... .23 &
2

2

Secretary
Racine.

of

State—

E. G. Durant, of

.83
.50

Superintendentof Public Instruction—
Robert Graham, of WinnebagO.
Railroad Commissioner— Henry Sanford,
of Manitowoc.
Insurance Commissioner— Nelson Ladue,
of Lafayette.

A full electoral ticket and a State Central
Committee were appointed. The sum of
$1,100 was collected
d from the
th delegatesfor
campaign purposes. The platform adopted
indorses the nominees and platform of the
Pittsburghconvention; demands the submission, adoption,and enforcementof *
prohibitoryliquor amendment; that no

more

politicians,but educators,

be

ap-

pointed Regents of the State University
and Normal School; and favoring submission of the question of woman soffrage
tea vote of the people.

.25

Rik ................................50 (4 .61
Pork— Mesa ......................17.25 @17.75

CINCINNATI.

Croix.

Barron.

.55

Oats— No. 2 ................... .27

MILWAUKEE.

Governor— S. D. Hastings, of Dane
County.
Lieutenant Governor— A. A. Kelly, of St.

.20

TOLEDO.

Wheat—

the

.50

Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... .81 («
Corn— No. ...................... .51 (£
2

of

party in Wisconsin. B. F. Parker of Manson, Charles Carlson of Eau Claire, and
Henry Sanford of Manitowoc were chosen
Secretaries.The district delegatesreported
their Representatives on the various committees and on the electoral ticket.
The following nominations for State
officers were made:

State Treasurer— C. M. Blackman, of
Walworth.
Attorney General— F. M. Angel, of

<0

NIE

*

Br

Wheat-No.

The August Fire Record.

@

_

@

—

citizen.

nr v

„
„

@

„

.

'

lillife

?

-t

b

publican party for not submitting a prohibition amendment, and congratulatingthe

[New York dispatch.]
2 Red ............... .80 & .81
ORN.
.53
.55
The Daily Commercial Bulletinreports
Oats— Mixed ..................... .28 @ .20
NOIJTII.
Pork— Mesa ......................18.00 @18.60
the loss by fire in August at $10,600,000,
Lard ............................. .07K@ .07Hexceeding any previous known fire % record
The City Marshal of Shaipsburg, Ky.,
DETROIT.
Flour ............................6.50 @ 0.00
of
that month, and making a total of $74,killed Dr. Daniel Heim- for resisting arWheat-No 1 White ............. .82
.834 000,090 as the destruction wrought by fire
Corn -Mixed ................... .64 @- .66
rest. A Deputy Sheriff at Hot Springs
Oath— No. 2 Mixed .............. .26 & .274 this year so far, and about $11,000,000 in
was compelled to shoot a horse-thief whom
Pork— New Mesa .................18.50 @10.00
excess of the same eight months in 1883,
he was conveying to the State Penitentiary,
INDIANAPOLIS.
the total of which year was in excess of any
Wheat-No.
2
Red,
New
.........
.78
.79
and the Coroners jury indorsedthe net.
previous year except 1871 and 1872, when
Corn— Mixed- .................... .50 @ .52
A Louisville policeman fatally wounded a
Oats— Mixed ....................
the great Chicago and Boston fires occurred.
.25 @ .20
notortons footpad named John Lynch,
EAST LIBERTY.
During August there were eighteen fires,
Walter Phelps, Republican, Fifth New Jer- prompted by a desire to obtain possession
6.05 @6.75
who was caught in the act of robbing a
the
destructiveness of which aggregated
sey; Olin Wellborn. Democrat, Sixth of the coal mines, but the Chinese frusFair .....................5.75 @6.25
,
$3,700,000,more than one-third of the enTexas; R. B. Renfrew, Republican, Seventh trated the scheme by flooding the mines
Common ................ 4.95 @ 4.75
Hogs .............................6.00 & 6.50
Col. E. B. Cash, the South Carolina Texas; Thomas Croxton, Democrat, First
tire fire loss of the North.
and destrojing the pumping works.
3.75 @ 4.50
5HEEP ............... .......
Greiner.

/

The city of Cleveland has been the scene
of a destructive'conflagration.Flames
Belva A. Lockwood.
Washington, D. C„ Sept 4, 1884.
broke out in the lumber districts in the
flats,and consumed every lumber yard in
the vicinity, about ten acres in extent
WISCONSIN PROHIBITIONISTS.
The fire then spread in every direction, burning the Variety Iron Workfi They Assemble in Convention and Nomand other immense buildings.The
inate a Full State Ticket
loss is estimated at $1,500,000____
The Wisconsin ProhibitionState ConOfficial reportsof the state of crops in Nevention met in the Assembly Chamber at
braska are encouraging. The condition of

of his

.

Woman’* Bight* Party.

.

Fine Dairy ............ .15 <0 .17
appears that, far from his reception being
Rights Party of California, promising, if
Cheese— Fall Cream ............ .03
.10
euthusiastic,the populace hissed him and
Skimmed Flat ......... .05 ($ .06
elected,to reepmmend a uniform system of
his royal mother, aud the Mayor of Cork, Eoos— Fresh ..................... .14. ai, .15
law sin regard to marriage and divorce.
who invited him to a banquet without Potatoes— New, per bn ......... .40 ® .45
Gen. Butler addressedan audience of the cousent
council, is Pork— Mess .....................18,50 (310 0)
Lard ............................. .OIK'S .074
8,000 people on the Fair Grounds at Min- being roundly denoupced on all hands .....

neapolis.His speech was substantiallythe A procession comprising thousands of members of the clerical party of Belgium unsame as that at Detroit and Chicago ____ A
dertook to parade the streets of Brussels
dispatch from White River Junction, Vt,
lately. At first the populace only hissed
says: “Returnsfrom 200 towns, giving the
and groaned,but they soon grew bold
completeGubernatorial vote of tMV
the State. enough to attack the procession and wreck
show the following result: Total vote cast,
its banners. When several policemen line!
62,421; Pingree, Republican, 41,917; Redbeen injured, the gendarmes and Civil
diugton. Democrat. 19.838; Sole, GreenGuard were called out to restore order.
back. 480; scattering.186; making PinA German gunboat has taken formal posgree's majority 21,413. The reductionof
session in the name of the German Empire
the Republicanmajority is 3,599.”
of all the west coast of Africa between 18
Congressionalnominations: James G.
degrees south latitude,
____
_____
m
single
exception
of
Blonnt, Democrat, Sixth Georgia District; with
*
*
F. W. Rockwell, Republican, Twelfth Massachusetts; Samuel J. Randall,Democrat,
Third Pennsylvania: T. J. Patcheu, Prohibitionist, Second Wisconsin; D. J. Miller,
jaard and Gamel will start from Copenhagen
Prohibitionist,Fifth Wisconsin;J. J. Sutfor Franz Josef Land during the next sumton, Prohibitionist,Sixth Wisconsin;
mer
Chino, in anticipation of a French
P. C. Haley, Democrat, Eighth Hli- invasion, has called for 25,(100 men to denois; W. 8. Shirk, Republican,Sixth
fend Pekin. A grant of 12,000,000 francs
Wisconsin; G. W. Woodward,Demohas been made by the Secretary of War.
crat, Seventh Wisconsin; J. J. Thornton,
The French attack on Ke-Luug was
Democrat.Second Minnesota; WilKam

letter Accepting tha

country, especiallythe Woman’s Christian
Temperance Union, bnt believe that woman anffrage will have a greater tendency to abolish the
liquor traffic than prohibitionwill bring aboutwmv *w*aa4VA
MOW
woman suffrage.M
If the
former is
adopted, the
latter will be its provablesequence.
If elected, I shall recommend in my inaugural
a uniform system of laws as far as practicable for
all of the States, and especially for marriage, diIt has developed at Louisville that the vorce, and the limitations of contracts,and snch
regulation of laws of descent and distribution
cotton factors, Payne, Viley A Co., who
of estates as will make the wife eqnal with th»
failed a few days ago, had been swindling husband in authority and right, and an eqnal
partner in the common business. I favor an
the banks by hypothecatingwarehouse reextension of our commercialrelationswith,
ceipts for goods which they did not posforeign countries, and especially with* the Censess. These swindling operationshave tral and South American Sthtes, and the estabbeen carried on for two years, aud the lishmentof a high court of arbitration to which
shall be referred all differences that may
stealings are said to amount to $144,000, arise between them and the United States.
the United States Bank of New My Indian policy would be, first, to have the
York being victimizedfor $67,500 Government pay them what It owea them, to
break up their tribal relations,distribute to
and Louisvillebanks for the remainder. .
them their lands in severalty, and make them
The Lincoln Savings Bank, at Fayetteville, citizens amenable to the laws of the land a*
Tenn., has suspended.The assets are other white and colored citizens are. While we
said to be $200,000, and deposits abont sympathize with unhappy Ireland and deprecate oppressionon one side and lawlessness on
$100,000. The latter will all be paid, it is the other, our neutral policy as a nation doe*
said, and the stockholders will receive but
not allow any public expression from onr peo50 per cent, .. .Oklahoma Payne was re- ple. Dne consideration will be given to the inleased on $1,000 bail at Fort Smith, Ark., terest of the honest, industrious, home-loving
German.
and seven of his followers were set free.

deaths in twenty-four hours; at La Spezia Hoos .............................0.00 at, c.75
there were 39 new cases and 13 deaths. Flour— /ancy White Winter Ex 4.23 at, 1.75
to Choice Spring. 1.00 .A. 1.5 J
The total of the new cases reported is 234. Wheat— Good
No. 2 Spring..* .......... .78 <£ .fJ
and of the deaths 135."
N6. 2 Red Winter ...... .Hi
.82

The truth about the reception of the
Duke of Edinburgh,Queen Victoria's

a

PresidentialNomination of the

'

......... ..

!S

9

he

that

f

%

filS

oltoUtl

will play in a cage of wild

beasts. His selection will be from
Beethoven and Chopin. Wagner he
deems dangerous and calculated to
arouse the kings of the forest

HOLL AND CITY. MICHIGAN.

to a

PtLITICAL.
Iowa Democrats Fuse with the Greenbackers- Wisconsin Repub-

sense

lican Convention.
of what is due them. A berceus of
Choyin may lull them to sleep; such is
Ak enormona rancii in Mexico haa his hope and reliance, and a sonata of Judge Endicottand Gov. Robinson Nomjnat been purchased for $1,000,000 by a Beethoven(not the Appasionata) may
inated by the Democrats and Repubsyndicate of English and Scotch spec- complete the work begun by the berlicans of Hassaohusetts.
ulators, of whom Lord Tweedmouth is ceuse and reduce the royal beasts to a
one. It extends over 1,000 square miles. dense degree of somnolence. Whether
Iowa Democrats.
The Iowa State Democratic Conventionmet
trumpeting of elephants and roar
m the
in
ine Bnrtls
uurtiB Open
opera House, at Davenport,nearne
could be heard or not over the It
convi
* all
" the delegation*being full Theloconvenon the Gulf of Mexico lost his life in a
won was called to order by Judge Klnne, Chi
ialrclash and clang of some of Wagner’s
man of the State Central Committee.Pra'
singular way. He had a cork leg and
inspirations is a mooted point which was offered by the Rt. Bar. William Stevens
when ho fell overboard his leg rose to
Perry, Bi»hop of Iowa. An address of welcome
Mr. Peru has not yet decided to his own to the convention was then delivered bv the
the surfoce and held him head downHon. Ernest Clamwen, Mayor of Davenport It
satisfaction.
was followed by generous applause.
ward until he died from rush of blood
The Hon. Fred Lehman of De* Moines was
to the head.
According to a return issued by the chosen temporary Chairman, and on taking the
chair spoke at some length.
French Minister of Commerce the workThe temporaryofficers, as proposed by the
In Nevada there are hundreds of Aring population of France is distributed State Central Committee, took their ecats as
tesian wells, averaging less than 200 among the various branches of indus- follows : Secretary, B. Hwaason, of Black Hawk
Air

Irishman who was shipwrecked

the

of lions

.

feet deep, and costing, includingboring

and piping, less than $500.

Each

of

them flow 50,000 gallons of water a
day, and will irrigate five acres of plow-

meadow land. All
top of the bed-rock,
and there is shown to be a stratum of
water underlying the whole State.
ed or

of

fifty acres

the wells are on

The

California ostrich farm covers

200 acres, has twenty old birds and

County; assistants,J. J Russell, of Muscatine,
M. Parsons, of Lyons; Reading Clerk, the
try as follows : Collieries(342), 106,- and
Hon T. O. Walker,of Marshall.
Adjourned
until 2.
415 hands; peat works (1,035), 27,977;
The Committee on Resolntlousreported every
iron mines (353), 8,468; other metal- county in the State except Pocahouta* represented. The report was hailed with cheers.
liferous mines (60), 4,423; iron works
The Committee on Permanent Organization
(359,) 57,000; china and earthemwnre reported as follows : Chairman, the aohn J. P.
Dunoombe, of Webster County; Secretarv,A.
factories (412), 18,708; glass houses B. Kolth, of Crawford; Assistant Secretary. J.
Hayes, of Carroll; Reading Secretary, T. O.
(162), 23,421, paper mill and cardboard
Walker, of Davis. The report was unanimously
adopted.
factories (536), 32,655; gas works (612),
Mr. Dunoombe was escortedto the chair and
10,575; candle manufactories(157), poke at length.
The Committee on Resolutionspresentedthe
8,603; soap works (339), 3,509; sugar platform,
which Indorsesthat of the national
works (512), 63,526; textile factories convention, and heartily approves the letter of

The proprietor
hopeful of a large profit. One-half (5,024),353,383. Agriculturenot given.
the feathered product of Africa is mar- Collieryand iron w orks stand highest,
eighteen young ones.
is

keted

in the

mand

is

which give employmentto over

United States, and the deincreasing. Each bird ought times as

to yield fifty long

white

feathers twice

a year. The feathers have to be
washed and curled, and are then worth
$4 to $0 each, wholesale.

many

as the iron

six

works.

A farmer in Solona, California,is
possessed of

a

peculiarfancy in regard

to the feline tribe.

He

believes every

cat has a design on his lifp, and takes

The New Orleans “World’s Fair,” to occasion upon seing a oat to dispatchit
be opened next December, was first in- as quickly as possible. He visits hotels,
tended to commemorate the centennial stores, and private houses for the solo
of the shipment of six bags of cotton purpose of killing his alleged enemies,
from Charleston, S. C., to England, in and even offers a bounty as high as $5
1784; but its scope has been enlarged for the possessionof any feline which
so as to embrace all industries. The he cannot kill without incurring the
buildingswill be larger than those at enmity of its owner. He frequently
the Philadelphia Centennial ; the ma- goes about with his pockets full of cats’
chinery hall alone will be 1,300 feet by claws, legs, ears, livers, etc., and often
laments that he cannot kill all of the
000 feet, and cover thirty-twoacres.
“nasty varmints.” His queer actions
of the Kentucky State have attracted the attention of the
Journal wants to bet somebody that authorities, who have taken steps tobefore another hundred years are past wards confininghim in his right place
there will be trotters in this country —a lunatic asylum.
that will make a mile in less than two
The remains of Schubert and Bethominutes. It is to be hoped that the
Journal man will find some one to ven are to be removed with great
take him, that he will make the sum a pomp and ceremony from their present
large one and let us hold the stakes. place of interment to the Friedhof

The

There

editor

a chance

is

for

the stake holder Cemetery,

to enjoy himself before the

money

is

and

Vienna. The

in

life

work

story of Bethoven is too well

known

oalled for.

to be repeated, but the incidents

relating to Schubert are only being
There are a number of women plantunderstoodto-day. The appreciation
ers in Madison Parish, Louisiana. Mrs.
of Schubert came late. Believed at
M. A. Gibbs lives on the Hoola plantahis death to have been nothing but a
tion, which she manages with great songwriter!
The melodic excellence
raecesa. Mi.a Ln Luc manages a ofuia instrumental work was a later
large estate, and personally superin-

ienda a largo force.

She

.pends

most

discovery. His misfortunesand his
p0Terty e6em to haTe ari8en protty

time in the saddle, and looks
much from his own fault. His early
after her plows, hoes, drains, levees,
death, at thirty-one,closed a career
stock, and mill. Madame Ames is rewhich might have made him as great as
garded as the best woman in the parish,
the greatest of the musical masters,

of her

1

•owns a tract of 1,000 acres, and has 800
Acres under cultivation

cut flowers fade

so soon, it is well to

know that if a

small bit of the stem is cut off and the

end immersed
flow'er will

sume

its

more

had he but lived to a maturer age.

this year.

when

Ax this time,

in very hot water, the

frequently revive

and

beauty. Colored flowers are

-ones, which are apt to turn yellow.

For preserving flowers in

Our Northwestern farmers having
been notified that they must expect a
serious competition in wheat-growing
from the ryots of India and the Anglo-

Saxon settlers of

water, finely

pulverized charcoal should be put into
the vase at this season. When vines
Are growing in water, charcoalwill preveut foul odors from the standing wa-

our Southwestern corn-plantersis but
a

question of time. An economic society

Si Petersburg has just petitioned
the Czar to set aside some state lands
for the scientificcultivation of a plant
named epilobium, and the continuation
in

of experiments for improving its fiber.

The reason

at

is that certain

ter.

to have

The manufactureof "buffalo horn"
furniture has become an industry in

New York.

The horns are not those of

the bison, as is

commonly

believed, but

are from the cattle killed in

the

Australia, the turn of

re-

easily rejuvenated (than white

abat-

made

the basis of this petition
Russian naturalists claim
a discovery in reference

may revolutionize
Europe, The epilobium more popularly known as the
to this plant which
the cotton trade of

“willow herb,” from the shape of
leaves,

has

hitherto

been

its

cultivated

toirs. They are sold at the slaughter solely for its flower, which grows from
houses for a little more than what the the top of the pod. The Russian
button manufacturers give, are cleaned, savants now claim that this pod can be
•dried scraped, and polished.The cost made to yield a fiber possessing many

making these ho^Tcd goods is less of the valuable qualities of cotton fiber.
than that of carved wood, but they In the experimentsalready made this
bring two or three times more than fit^r has been ginned, spun, and woven
the latter. The new industry is al- successfullyon a small scale. The
most monopolized by Germans from enthusiastswho hope for so much for
Saxony.
the plant go so far as to claim that the
of

Recent returns show

be in time
the importa-

result of the discovery will

that out of a

total estimated population of 26,921,-

to avert the necessity for

tion of cotton into Russia.

703 in England and Wales there were
4,273,304 children on the school register
last year, of

whom

3,705,388 were pres-

ent at the annual inspection, being an
increase on the previous year of 83,692

and 162,646 respectively.The number of certified teachers was increased
from 35,444 in 1882 to 37,288 in 1883,
the assistant teachers from 10,071 to
12,390, while the .number of pupil
teachers was reduced from 28,285 to

26,-

428. The total cost of maintenance.
was i5, 817, 406, against £5,572,820 in

4

.1882.

..........

Francis Galton, who has been investigating the heredity of genius, concludes that the brain of a child naturally tends to develop the faculties,more
or less equally commingled, of both its
parents. This general rule is, however,
modified in the first place by the superiority of one sex over the other. . In
some families the influence of the father’s intellect or wanting of intellect, is
conspiciousin all the children, and prevails altogetherover that of the mother. In other families the positions are
reverted

'and in,

many

instances

flllEUE of Hie Children resemble one

some

parent
and some another. Sometimes they are
Mfc. Peru, a Parisian pianist of ex- like neither parent, but an uncle, aunt,
iraordinary daring, has kid a wager or some other collateral relative.

Gov. Cleveland, making particular reference to
that clause of it which speaks In favor of the
personallibertyof the people. The convention
pledged Itself to work for the repeal of all laws
that are contraryto the principle of ]>er8onal
freedom In the matter of habit Nominations
being next In order for Judge of the Supreme

corrections can be made sou to reduo j the surplus and at the same time correct the inequalities; pledge the Republican party to further the
interestsof the workingman;favor a continued
reform of the civil serrloe, and oppose political
assessments; demand a foreign policy that

In the

Texas Republicans.
Texas Republican Convention, which

assembled at Houston, resolutions were read favoting fusion and the indorsement of George
W. Jones, Independent candidatefor Governor.
A motion to concur in the resolutions led to a
test vote, showing 104 yeas and 279 nays. Two
reports were presented by the Commit* ee on.
Resolutions.That of the majority wus in
favor of fusion; that of the minority demanded
straight Republican
ticket and Blaine and Logan electors. An angry
debate ensned on a motion to substitute the
minorityreport for that of the majority. Great
confusion followed,which finally terminated
In a recess, after which the straggle was continued A vote was taken under difficulty,and
resulted in 80 yeas to m nays. The majority
report was adopted by a viva voce vote. It indorses the NationalRepublican platform,and
urges the correction of the local abuses which
have arisen under the Democratic administration. Tho convention adjourned in great con-

fusion.

Kansas^rohlbltlonists.

The Republican State Convention of Massachusetts was called to order at Boston by Chairman Lodge. Temporary organization was effected by Inviting the officers of the Central
Committee to act for the convention. The committees were appointed, and that ou permanent
organization at once reportedRobert M. Morse,
Jr, for Permanent Chairman.Mr. Morse reviewed the records of the political parties,
touching especially the civil servioe, the national election laws, and the tariff 'question.
Gov. George D. Robinson was renominated by
aeclamation,and the remainder of the ticket

—Tho

A drain

—The

cititens of Cedar, Osceola

place.

—Steam- heating apparatus costing $3,000
has been put in 8t. Mary’s Hospital, at
Bnginaw.

—Flint will soon

have a big manufactur-

mow

ing enterprisewhich will bring 2,000

—Gilbert Blue, a Calhoun County pio-

—A

Speaking to Great Crowds at

Detroit,

Grand Rapids, Muskegon, and Chicago,

uvu<

child belonging to John Spaulding,

*

Governor of Illinois;and

e

fleets of the

from

the

lodgment of a peanut in his

throat

—Refractorypupils at

Flint

must be

whipped in private,and never with a ruler,
and the Kchool Board must be told all
about

too.

it,

—Thomas

F. Botham, of Flint, lost week

shipped over 100 head of high-grade Here-

ford cows,
City,

—An

and

heifers,

where they

calves

to Kansas

will be sold at auction.

affectingincident of the reunion at

Battle Creek was the meeting of a father

and his son who had not met bsfore since
the disbandment of their regiment, twenty
years ago.

—The

citizens of Athens, a^small town

Calhoun County, have subscribed$30,000, and say more can be obtained if neces-

in

sary, to give

to the

first railway

company

that will build a road through that place.

—The

Rev. John Corwin, a Methodist

minister,and the Rev. A. W. Gower, Baptist, of

Birch Ron, Genesee County, had a

private discussion with regard to the ordinance of b.iptism,which lasted a part of two

days. As a result the former was converted, and desires to settle as pastor of a
Baptist church.

—The

a German

wife of

Bay

citizen of

City recently dreamed severaltimes in succession of robbers breaking into

a

bonk,

and succeededin persuading her husband
to withdrawfrom the vaults $1,600, repre-

The

senting his savings for several years.

guilefulwife fben possessed herself of the

money and eloped with another man.
—William Cooper— “Old Cap," as he was
— captain of Hook and

familiarly called

Ladder Company No.

3, died

at Detroit of

inflammation of the bowels, induced by
surgical operation. He

was one of

a

the

oldest firemen, joining the VolunteerFire

I8TS.

/-i

the

Department in 1853. He was
and

00 years old,

a great favoritewith Detroit firemen.

—Edwin Van

Winkle, of this city, has a

medal conferred upon him by act of Congress for brave and meritorions actions,at
the battle at Chapin farm, Sept

He kept

three rebel gunners

29,

from

1864.
their

as-

sembling of the National Executive Committee guns until his brigade captured and spiked
of the Prohibition party, which includes in its
them. For this action he was also promembershipsome of the leading lights of the
movement, was the attraction that drew a con- moted in tho service.— Bartle Creek Jourcourse of 1,000 people to the famous campnal.
meeting grounds.
The proceedingsof the day were opened at 10
Health in Miohifaa.
a. m. by a tcmiwranco meeting that was addressed by Mrs. MolUe McClellanBrown,
Reportsto the State Board of Health, Lanstnc,
of Ohio, and Mrs. Sallie F. Chapin. by observers In differentparte of the State show
At 1 o'clock the National Executive Committee
went into session. The Treasurer reportedthe the diseases which caused most sickness in
finances of the party to be In exceUent shape, Michigan during the week ending Aug. 80, 1804,
there being, in addition to new contributions, a
as followa Number of observers heard from, 00:
large amount of the |5,000 subscribed at Pittsburgh yet on hand. It was decided that Got.
fct. John's time should be occupiedfor a few days
in making speechesin the West and in looking
---- the
- ---------rhicn
after
party
fences in Kansas, after wluuu
Diseases in Order of Greatest
he will take a brief rest, and then open tbs camArea of Prevalence.
paign in Indiana Oct. 1. Mr. Daniel was assigned to some routine work in Wisconsin and
Michigan,after which be is to go to Virginia,
West Virginia, North Carolina,and Alabama—
IjDiarrhea ..................
stump these States and arrange the electoral
2 Intermittent fever.
.....
tickets. James P. Pinkham, of Iowa, was given
3 Rheumatism ..............

-- - ‘

-

.

Indiana, and Col
Bain, of Kentucky; Miss

dates to speak

George

H.

in

Willard;and Miss Mary T. Latbrop. of Michigan, were assigned to speak in various points.
Spirited addresses were delivered by Messrs.
St. John and Daniel, candidatesfor President
and Vice President.
The attitude of both parties, said Gov. St.
John, in the course of his remarks,reminded
him of a story of a clothing merchant in
Jerusalem or Philadelphia,he forgot which,
who saw a one-legged soldier coming upstreet.He rushed to the telephone and ordered his assistantto cat oil a leg from a
pair of nants. He then seized the soldier by
tbe hand and told him bow dear the soldiers
who defended their native land were to his
heart He bad even gone to the expense
of putting in a stock of one-leggedtrousers for them. It was the largest stock
in the city. He said the price of the
trousers was 111 bat he would take »fc because
be was _
a soldier.
He then
__
------- —
--- called
---- for the
trousers,and held them np before the

—

Ho-ly Moshes, xacob, the peesneesish ruin’tyon cut de wrong leg off dem pants."
The parties had adopted platformsrepresenting everything,but they had overlooked the
home, and the platforms, like tbe pants, were
hind-side before and useless.

Sensationaltfreely Stories Denied.
Con-

Sergts. Brainerd and Long and Private
nell, survivors of the Greely expedition,
exhibition at a museum here, says a Cle

S’i

* Ladin^n^a^enre?rneJr* 0?ncnd' ^dinLr

Gladstone

expects soon to

make

.

[Neuralgia ............... *
6 Consumption of Inngs...
c1 Dysentery ................
7; Cholera morbus ...........
8 Remittent fever ..........
OiBronchltis ................
ic Cholera Infantum ........
11 Influenza ...... •••• •• ••••«
lyTonsIlitfs_____
ISEnrsipelas......
leeeeseesseee

14iWhooping cough
15 InflammationoMddneys.
Trubo- malarial fever. ....

Inflammationof bowels..
Typhoid fever (ente b)...
Diphtheria ................
Pneumonia ...............
21 Inflammationof brain....
22i8carletfever ..............
23! Puerperal fever
21 Membraneous
o
i croup..
25|Messles ..................
25lCerebro spinal meningitis
20

1

For the week ending Aug. so, 1884, the reports
moicaie that
mat intermittent fever, remittent
remit
indicate
fever, cholera morhns, dysentery.
Inflamn
nSnllammation
of
the kidneys, and nettralfia increased, and that
consumption and cerebro-splnal
menln
. . .....
. ... . decreased In area of prevalence.
At the Bute capital the

_

.

hia

m

i

;

s&rKrasr&s;*
day and
o
the night

Including reporta

was completed as follows: Lieutenant Gov- dispatch. They denounce as infamous nee a
ernor, Oliver Ames, of Easton; Secretary of

1

rJ&W

County,

desire some one to start a saw mill at that

...

j#

Record has been resusci-

tated. 8. W. Henkes is the new editor.

of Homer, died a few days ago

.

Masaachasett*Republicans.

—Wylie, Curtis &, Co.’s Bank, at Kal-

BUTLER’S BOOM.

mLa

was

Ludiugton.

neer, is dead. He lived in the same house
gag-law was put
into effect, excluding 100 out of 150 delegates near Buttle Creek for fifty years.
present Itecauso they refused to pledge themselves to vote for St. John for President Fi—Mrs. Hannah Akers, residing at Nottanally a resolution was adopted deciding not to
way,
has entered upon her 101st year, and
nominatea State ticket. A convention was
afterwardheld of those defeated in the first retains her mental faculties to a fair degree.
convention,and a State ticket was nominated,
headed by Jetmoro tor Governor.As a number
—The Barry Connty Circuit Court has
of Greenbackersare on the ticket, it is hoped
by the Prohibitionists
that a fusion can be fifty-sevencases on the docket for the next
formed with that party.
term, and fifteen of them are divorce cases.

Ing qualities of character and statesmanship
Programme of the National Executive Comwhich have brought about the establishmentof
mittee.
those principles and give the best assuranceof
their continuedsuccess.
[Chicago telegram.]
The honest, careful,and efficient administrazesterdaywas a great day for the temperance
rxrtwlm at T
FPUa —
--- - _
tion of affairs of State by the present State offi- people
at Lake Bluff. The presenceof ex-Gov~
cials commend them to the admiration and St. John, of Kansas, Prohibitioncandidate for
confidence of the people of this commonwealth. President;William Daniel, of Maryland, canThe State officerswere introduced,and spoke didate on the same ticket for Vice President;
brieflytheir acknowledgment of the honor con- J. B. Hobbs, Prohibition candidate for

Massachusetts Democrats.

at

loilg, wrangling session. Tho

THE PROHIBITION

Gen. Patrick A. Collins called the Massachusetts Democratic State Convention to order at
Worcester,and congratulatedthe party on its
assurancesof success in November. The officers of the State committees were made the
temporary officers of the conrentlon. The usual
committee were appointed.Jonas H. Finch wus
elected Permanent Chairman. He addressed
the convention at length,and his allusionsto
Clevelandwere heartily cheered.Pending the
action of the committees tho convention adjourned. On reassemblingan informal ballot
was ordered, but some one staffed the box and
the result was hopeless confusion. The Informal ballot was abandoned and a formal
one ordered.The delegatee passed upon
the stage and handed their votes to
the Secretary. The result
the
nomination of William C. Endloott for Governor on the first ballot. The nomination was
made unanimous, and the ticket was completed
as follows: LieutenantGovernor, James 8.
Grinnell; Secretary of State, Jeremiah Crowley;
Treasurer and Receiver, Charles Marsh; Auditor. John Hopkins; Attorney General, John
W. Cummings.
The platform congratulatesthe party on the
prospect of the restoration of honest national
government in the election of Cleveland and
Hendricks; approves the national platform as
the remedy for politicalevils and correction of
abases:demands war taxes in time of war and
peace taxes in time of peace; demands the
restoration of American shipping,and advocates the rights of labor and extended suffrage.
The platform was adopted without discussion
and the convuntionthen adjourned.

booms

inhabitinis to the city.

,

wore ignored,and the convention adjourned
with three cheers for Blaine and Logan.

Bau-

hotel, the

kaska, is to be discontinued.

A Lawrence dl-pateh says the Kansas Prohibition lit ite Convention met In that city in a

—

-

new

— Nearly 27,000,000 feet of logs are lying
in the

a

__

6,

a

shall Insure general protection of dtlxens
everywhere; advise the restoration of the nary;
—The acreage of wheat sown this fall
deem the furthercoinage of silver unadvisa- will be large.
ble, and ooncnr in the action of the Chicago
convention. After addresses by Senator Hoar
—A new $30,000 Episcopal church will
and Gen. N. B. Banks the convention adjourned.
be built at Three Rivers.

After speaking to an andlenoe estimated at
Court, the name of Judge E. L. Burton of
Wapello County was presented,and he was 2B,ooo in Detroit, Gen. Bntler took the train for
Grand
Rapids, Mich., where he addressed an
nominated by acclamat ou.
James Dooley, tho Greenbackcandidate for assemblage estimated at 15, 0U). The greatest
Secretary of State, and George Durr, who was cMhuslasmprevailed.
named by the same party for the Trcasurershlp, From Grand Rapids the General Journeyed to
were unanimously made the nominees of this Muskegon, where ne met and spoke to anothes
convention. James Henrlques, of Marshall- large assemblage.
Chicago was the next point visited. The
town, was by acclamation made the party
candidatefor the auditorshlp.M. V. Gannon, Timei sa^of the meeting in that city, which
of Davenport, was, against his most earnest was held in Battery D. Armory :
The Committeeof Arrangementsblundered
protestation, nominatedfor AttorneyGeneral.
Presidential electors-at-largewere named in the nnpardonably In not securing accommodations
ior
at least half the audience and in falling to
personsof D. O. Finch, of Polk County, who
was chosen by acclamation,and Daniel Camp- take timely steps for the preservationof order.
A hundred and fifty chairs in the center of the
bell, of Monona, also by acclamation. District
large hall were speedilyutilized, and around
electors were named at the
- district
______ cancuses,
and reportedto tho conventlbn, which con- them hundreds of people crowded, all trying to
firmed them as follows: First District, A. J. squeeze through to the front. In the vicinity
Hunter, Henry Connty; Second, George W. of tho speaker'sstand the Jam was suffotting in the extreme,and it was almost imLowell, Jones County; Third, Moses Ritter,
------- for even
...... Gen. Bntler himself to
Blackhawk;Fourth, Reuben Noble, Clayton; -possible
make
his way through it to the platform. The
Fifth, George Carter, Iowa: Sixth. Col. C. H.
Mackey, Keokuk; Seventh, L. H. Wilcox, Polk; number of ladies present did not exceed two
Eighth, J. L. Brown, Taylor; Ninth, Dr. J. B. dozen, and it was Just as well, as the pleasure of
Hatton,Pottawattamie;Tenth, J.F. Buncombe ;
Eleventh,J. J. Hartenbauer,O'Brien.
The conventionthen adjourned.
armory was poorly ventilated, and the heavy,
Impure atmosphere made respiration difficult
Wisconsin Republicans.
and sorely discouragedthe standing collar. At
The Wisconsin Republican State Convention no time during the evening oould perfect quiet
was called to order at Madison by Chairman be obtained, the men and boys on the outskirts
Taylor, of the State Central Committee. He contributing as much as possible to the inconthought the proceedingscould be finished early, veniencewhich the speaker was put to in ad
becauseof the unanimous desire that toe pres- dressingsnoh an Ill-arranged meeting. In re
ent State officersM renominated.
sgonse to occasional cries of - “louder l"
SecretsryPayne, of the Central Committee,
General told the criers that he
read the list of delegates whose credentials had was do.ng his best, and that if every
been approved.
man present would keep quiet there would be
A permanentorganizationwas perfectedby
no difficultyIn all hearing.A turbulent charthe nomlnatiou of Ogden H. Fethers, qf Janesacter Jnst north of the platform made himself
ville, as presiding officer, there being no tempoconspicuousby making rude remarks in reply
rary organization.
to the pointed observationsof the speaker.
On motion of Judge Humphreys, the present
These unmannerly Interruptionswere alState officers were renominated by acclamation.
ways followed by cries of ^Put him out!"
The nominees are: For Governor, Jeremiah M.
from all parts of the hall, which of
Bosk, of Viroqna:LieutenantGovernor,Samuel
course only added to the general confusion,
S. Flfield, of Ashland; Secretaryof State, ErFinally Gen. Bntler lost his patience,
nest G. Timme, of Kenosha; State Treasurer,
stamping his foot and shaking his fist at
Edward O. McFetridge.of Beaver Dam ; Attor- and
the crowd he commanded silence. Then, pointney General, Leander F. Frlsby,of Milwaukee;
ing oat the fellow who was the cause of the disState Superintendent of Public Instruction,
turbance, he shonted: “And you, sir! you had
Robert Graham, of Oshkosh; Railroad Commisbetter keep quiet, or when I’m President I won’t
sioner, N. P. Hangen, of River Falls; Insurance
pardon you out of State'sprison !“ This brought
Commissioner,Philip L. Spooner,of Madison.
down the house, and the smart Aleck“ was not
The Committee on Resolutionsreported the heard from again.
following platform,which was adopted without
Tho crowd was composed almost exclusively
discussion:
of the labor element O. J. Dickson was master
The Republicansof Wisconsin,believing that,
of ceremonies and William Flotow presided.
the Interests of the whole people require the
At 8:15 Gen. Butler appeared on the stand and
continuedlsupremacyof Republican principles
was introduced. After the consequent applause
in State and national affairs, do reaffirm the
had subsided, the General proceeded with his
declaration of those principles as embodied in
speech, the deliveiy of which consumed about an
the platformof the National RepublicanCon
hour, and was well received.
itlo recently held in the city of Chicago.
vention

ferred.
No resolutions were reported back. Andrew
E. Elmore pressed a resolution urging the necessity for a system of examining banks every
---six months. Henry C. Payne Introduceda resolution that the Republican party of Wisconsin
was opposed to the employment of convict labor
In the penal institutions of the <&tate.Both

—Saginaw City has
mann Boise.

J -V,-

^
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

m.

10:30 a. m., and 7:80 p.
at 12

D.

m.

D.

Sunday school

Preaching by Rev. Ph. Phelps,
Subjects, Morning, “The one

thing needful.” Evening, “Ghirst on the

Saturday, September 13,

’84. Cress.” Congregationalsinging. Opening antbems by the choir. All are wel-

For Hus Holland City Newt.

come.

Mb. Editor:— During the early part of
this

week

of the News,

a representative

and an employee of the Chicago & West
Mich. K’y met with a thrilling incident

Third Reformed

Broek, Pastor. Services at

2 p.

m. Sunday

Rev.

Church—

D.
and

9:30 a. m.,

School at 3:45 p. m.

Examination of Teachers.
of the Sec. of Board of School Biam- J
inere of Ottawa
V
Nnnioa, Mich.. July 22, 1884.
1884 i
The Board of ScboomExurnnera
Kxiimneraof Ottawa
Oi
InuSB follows for the examCouuty purposemeetlDaYs
ination of applicants for a teacher’a certificate:
Auguat 0, 1884, at achool houao, Zeeland; August
27, at court house, Urand Haven; October 8, high
school room, Coqperavllle; Oct. 81, court house,
Grand Haven. Each session is to commenceat 9
o’clock a. m. Candidates are required to paas au
examinationIn additionto other branches proscribed, in effects of alcoholic driuka, stimulants
and narcoticson the human system,
Bjorierot Board o[Sx.m,n«r..AYLoRi^
Office

County.

,01
(Successor to L. T. Ranters,)

has just lecelved a large stock of the latest
styles ef Ladles’

and Gentlemen’s

DEALER IN
Confectionery,

BOOTS & SHOES
among which

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.

mouth
The services will be conducted by the
of the Bay. In rounding the pier some
pastor.
distance out in Lake Michigan in some
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
unaccountable way their boat was sudden-

HEROLD

E.

Stationery,

arc the celebrated

Blank Books.

while on a fishingexcursion to the

ly capsized, throwing its occupants and
their effects into the lake. Their effects

Services at 9:30

a.

m.

m., and 2 p.

Sun-

two well stocked lunch “The rich man and poor Lazarus."
and on obovate shaped bottle. Afternoon,“The Lord’s Supper a divine

baskets

ly

bottle will undoubted-

always remain a mystery. The “boys”

succeededin reaching

the pier and pressed

into their service a submatine4iver in the

a small boy who was

shape of

bathing

GEO. T. McCLURE, GROVER HAP SEWED And
-Dealer In-

in recovering their lunch cans.

Desperate and determinedefforts were

made

to

recover the

liepairingneatly and promptly

AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

the body of Moses.”

and althoughthe boys, with

a

regard of the tightness of the

reckless dis-

vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p.

done.

hut it

is

surmised

that

is

not

boat to turn over,

by

a lurch

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.

p.

Sunday school at 12 m.

Holland, Mich., March

HEROLD

Farmers and

1881.

18,

VAN

DUREN, W. VAN DER

VEERE.

Woodsmen.

List of letters remniuiug in the post-

Holland, Mich., Sept.

11,

1884:

City Meat Market,

of the S. D. Alverson,C. D. Fuller, Mrs. Phebe
Gazul, Miss Louis Rose, John C. Roebart,

E. G.

wished

to be

taken into custody, giving

as a reason that he

had appropriated$29

of the funds

of the Household publishing

company of

this city.

been

He

said he had

a collector for that house,

and

lately

had been gambling, using the money he

had collected.Luck had been
him, and in

his efforts to

Bucklen’sArnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Halt

Rheum, Fever

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands. Chilblains,
The Best in the World!
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive- Every Machine warranted for five years
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. A full lino of sewing machine merchan
For sale by H. Walsh.
dise constantly on hand.

IMiffS.

Jfjiffial

“get even” he

Change
1

of

conclude not

Programme.

to sell

my Book and

make any further trouble, so be gave
himself up. Toren is a printer by trade.
— <?. R. Democrat. John Toren lived in
this city for a number of years and was
for a time “devil” in De Orondwet office,
where he was familiarly known by the
cognomen of “Rip.”
A Voyage

to Holland.

Not across the Atlantic, but by way of

Holland, Sept. 12,

Holland, Mich., by way of the C.

& W.

and just as good a Hollana— better. Good
railroad,the Chicago and

West Michigan

—steel rails— nice cars— pleasant employes

—gives the editor free pass— very

fine rail-

road indeed— fact. Arrived at Holland
before sunrise— walked

around town

be-

fore breakfast— pleasant town— old-fashioned— Iota of flouring mills— big tannery
school bouse

and town

hall-

Black Lakesix miles long, empties into Lake Michigan. Dutch in poseaslon— took Holland
several years ago news item. Awful

pleasant location, head of

names on signs— don’t try to pronounce
them— Wreak your jaw, sure— make you
cross-eyed to read them— here’s

some:—

Beeuwkes, J. Dijkema,

Dekraker, H. Illehan, Prina
—these are easy ones

for

&

P.

Geerlings,

beginners. City

Hotel for breakfast— good hotel, needs

some paint, whitewash and scrubbing
brushes— also needs a clerk that knows
everything, bummer resort at mouth of
lake— steamboat Macatawa runs downnice boat— Capt. Win. L. Hopkins— Yankee name— that’s what he is— very pleasant, intelligent man— runs boat for 25
cents, round trip, lour times a day— connects with Grand Rapids trains— great re-

Grand Rapids people— not

much

connectionwith trains south— ought

to

—

coming home— much obliged.
Met gentleman on boat— Mr. Walsh—
member of Park Association— proprietor
did for us

i
I
|
m

i
|

,?,r ,

i;-

Golden Seal Bitters— see advertisementvery pleasant man— told ua oil about the
resort— building
the cream of the

handsome cottage— got
whole pan in location.

Resort is lovely— sand beach— between
little lake

side— gentle ripple in bay— call it Maca-

tawa (dark water) Bay now— sounds more

romantic than Black lake, Splendid
camping grounds— good flihlng— going
camping there some time— meybe tbU

oil.

p.m.

Hunday School 8:30. Weekly

prayer meeting

with the Third

Re-

Thursday, at 7:80.
‘The true religions

and

is

Special Assessor’s Notice.!

Holland,

Cmr op

Clerk’s Office, Sept.

2,

the Chicago and Michigan Lake

Shore Railroad, E. J. Harrington,Michael

Secry, Cs.

Genuine Cyclone
Is

to}

clean

O

going on in the stock of

'

the store af

OR VEST,

and renovate your old and

soiled

garments.

ENGLISH PAPER
PRINTED IN THE

Neatly

and

and convince

at reasonableprices. Come
yourself.

“Holland Colony

29,

Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery,

White Goods,

Etc., in endless variety.

Repairing done
Holland, Mich., Feb.

B. WYNHOFF,)

A

!

1884.

fall and

complete line of

CROCKERY
always on hand.

The Encyclopaedia

Britannica
[AMERICAN REPRINT.)

I

I

have the agehey in this city

)

1884. J

Supt.

Sens’ store.

%

ready to make yon a good

COAT, PANTS,
or

Kremkks & Banos.

for the celebrated

JOB PRINTING

Van Dammelen,

Gerrit J.
Jacobs, G. J. Kroon, Teunis Keppel, Mrs.
Neatly and Promptly
R. Pieters, R. Kanters, First Reformed
Church, Mrs. S. L. Alcott, Ame Vennema,
Bernardus Wynhoff, K. Schaddelee. John
t
Van Landegend, Hope College, Cs.
Lepeltak, Cornelia Doesburg, Aremze
In the
Meenges, Cornelius De Jong, Dirkje
Hofman, Pieter De Kraker, George Metz,
Isaac Thompson, Public Schools ot the
city of Holland, Phebe A. Fisher, Hubregt
Van Norden, Joos De Koeyer, Mrs. Jan
Visscher, Exavier F. Sutton, John
Duurbema, R. E. Werkman, Martinus
Junkman, Antonie Baert, Cornells Zwemer,
Leurd C. Cats, Pieter De Vries, Methodist
THAT
Episcopal Church, Marlnus Mulder,
Maarten Kleyn, Pieter Gunst, Jan Derks,
James Huntley,Evert Takken, Wm. H.
Demming, Hope Reformed Church, Heirs
of J. O. Bakker, Jaceb Van Putten, John With Red Tin Tag, Is the best? Is the purest; is
never adulterated with glucose, barytes, molasses,
Elferdink,Jacob Knlte, L. D. Viasers, or any deleteriousIngredients,as is the case with
David L. Boyd, Simon Schmid, Anton many other tobaccos.
Self, Cornelius Verschure, Teeke Berkom- Lorlllard’s Rose Leaf Fine Cat Topas. Leendert Mulder, Estate of J.
# bacco
Palingdood, Johannes De Weerd, John Is also nude of the finest stock, and for aromatic
chewing qualitiesis second to none.
Borgman, Schelte Holkobeer, Daniel
Lorlllard’a Navy Clipping*
Bertsch, Anton Seif, City of Holland, and
persons unknown. You and each of you take firstrank as a solid durable smoking tobacco
wherever introduced.
are hereby notified that a special assessLorillard’* Famous Snuff*
ment roll, for the graveling of Tenth street
special street assessment district, has been have been used lor over 121 years, ami are sold to
a larger extent than ano
, 27-ly
reported by the Board of Assessors to the
Common Council of the city of Holland,
and filed in this office, and that the
Common Council has fixed upon the 23rd
day of Sept, A. D. 1884, at 7:30 o’clock,
p. m., at the Common Council room, in
aald city; as the lime and place when and
where they will meet with the said Board

E3 x © c xx

© cl

HOLLAND LANSUAGE.

KNOW

DO YOU

IN ABOOT

others.

6

JAS.

HUNTLEY,

21 IMPERIAL 870 VOLUMES.

The ENOTCLOPiEDiA BjuTANsroA,edited by Prof.
Thomas Spencer Baynes. LL. D.. with (he assistanceof the most distinguishedwriters
throughoutthe English speaking world, is acknowledged by all competent judges to bo the
moat thorough, completeand accurate Fnc»clopmdla now published.The “American Reprint”
containing exactly the same matter, presents It
In a more desirable form. The American supplementwill render the work more complete on
American subjects, and maintain the standard
that It reaches on all others. The universal verdict prononneesIt
The work of Master Minds,
A Complete, Cheap, PortableLibrary,
A Library on every subject of knmledge.
Almys. ready to answer every question.
A Dictionary of Arts. Sciences. History and General Literatnre,with many thousandengravings on
steel and wood.

Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great imrovement on all other* lamps
E oth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see

*

them.

W

Goods delivered free of charge*
B.
Holland, June

14,

From PROF, DAVID SWING.

LORILLARD’S CLIMAX .
PLUG TOBACCO.

WYNHOFF.

1888.

STOPPED FREE

403 Superior St., Chicago, March 16, 1883.
J. M. Stoddart & Co.,
Gentlemen:— Mier looking Into the matter of the
republished “Encyclopedia Britannica,” It seems
lo mo that my monev would best go toward the
“American Reprint,” so you will please put me
down In your list
111
of subscribers.

Uertthut succtu.
InsanePersons Restored

Dr.KUNEB GREAT

.....

Ijfr,/dafi

mm.

Treatise and S>

trial

bottlefree to

From IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY.
There is no work in the English languageof as
high authority on every subject as the Encyclopedia Britannica. * * * * I prefer the “Reprint,” on accountof Its form and Its numerous
corrections. P. J. FABSswonrit,A. M., M. D.
Iowa State University.

12-1

mm\m

JOHN L. ATWATER,
27-8t

MME

94 Wabash AVenue, Chicago.

home. {5.00 outfit free. Pay absolutely sure. No risk. Capitalnot required. Reader. If you want businessat
which persons of either se, young or old,
can make great pay all the time they work, with
absolute certainty,write for particularsto H. Hallbtt & Co.. Portland Maine.
a

week

at

y

PILLS

LIVI

Secure Healthy
action to the Livef
d relieve all bil«
Iona troubles.

Purely

VsgstabU; Vo Griping.Prioe 25c. All DrugglfU.

of Assessors to review said roll.
By order of the Common Council,
GEO. H. 8IPP, City Clerk.

Estimates given
$cu;

^Mimttt?.

Probate Notice.
STATE OF MICHIGAN,
Couuty o» Ottawa,

f*1.
At a teuton of the Probata Coart of the County
of Ottawa, holden at thi Probate office,in the
City of Grand Haven In said County, on Saturday,

........ ‘ "

Interestedin said eeute, are required to
a session of said Court, then to be hot
Probate office, in Grand Haven, In said
why the

“

for all

kinds of buildings

fin-

ished and completed.

1884. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1884.

J,

year one
Preaent:
the nutter
of the estate of Henry Nlemeyer, deceased. On
week— tell you some mere about it.— Paw reading and fllini the petition of Kelnder E.
Werkman, administrator of aald estate, praying
Paw Courier.
that he may be empoweredand licensed to sell
certain real estate In said petition described, for
Ckwreh Itom^wltk tko Sorrlooo far the purposes thereinMt forth. Thereupon U la
ordered, that Monday, the sixth day
uc*t.
at uuc
one v
o'clock
ww*. in the afternoon, be mmmt
Fint Reformed Church! Rev. N. M. next,
tor the hearing of said petition,and that the
at
law
of
the
said
decaaaad, and all other
at 9:80 a. m.,
and 2

1888.

guarantee that the Hherwin-Wil-

llama Prepared Paint when properly used
will not crack, flake or chalk off, ana will
cover more surface, work belter, wear
longer and permanentlylook better,than
any other paint, including white lead and

and big one— clean stud— la-

dies wash silk dresses lo it— big eea out-

News

THE ONLY

To

15.

4 CO.

&

W. VORST, Dry Goods & Groceries,
Is stillalive,

Holland City

sea-sickness like going across the ocean,,

sort for

Holland. Mich., Feb.

VAN DUREN

VEU 8CQURE,

Putten

Subscribe for the

in all colors at the Central Drug Store, only 10 cents.

M. Railway 43 miles. Pleasant trip— no

&

and can assure oar patrons that the Lard pur
chased of us, is perfectly pare and-of- fine
quality.

Yan

at

Diamond Dyes

We

ED.
or to G.

The North River Street

1884.

the narrow guage to Hartford, thence to

Oort

We make

settle the

to

Van

17-ly

Sta-

matter with- tionery business, but “to run it for all It is
worth”. So, I will hereafter make my
out any arrest; but he had not the money
Book store, headquartersto buy School
and supposed that a warrant would be is- and MiscellaneousBooks, Stationery and
sued in the morning. He did not want Blank Books of all kinds. H. D. POST.

—new

Please call, examine proodg, and ascertain pricee
and terms before purchasin'! elsewhere.
GEO. T. McCLURE,
Cor. of Eighth and River streets,
Holland Mich

Stave Bolts, 30 Inches long.

White Ash Btave Bolts, 80 inches long.

Elm Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Having latelyre opened the “CltylMcat Market’ Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 Inches long.
in the First Ward, wo kindly Invito the citizens Black Ash Reading Bolls 88 inches long
of this city to giye us a “call.”
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
We Intend to keep our market supplied with the Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
best aud choicest meats that;can be procured.
For making contractsor further informationapply lo Fixter’s Stave Factory.

G.J.

lost all his

who had offered to

White Sewing Machine!

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak

VAN DUREN &CU., Props

against

own money and the above
amount belonging to the company. He
had seen the managers of the company
had

The only reed instrument made having
the patent Qualifying lubes, giving the
nearest approach in tone to that of the
pipe organ.

Last evening a young man named John
quarters and told Sergeant Walsh that he

Townswell,

2.

Wm. Vrrbeek, P. M.

F. L. S.

Toren, a Hollander,went to police head-

Mary

Stark, Mrs.

those two Thomas Walsh,

missionaries could find labor on

individuals.

John’s

St.

r

at 7:30.

G. J.

office at

15-lm

NO. 40, EIGHTH STREET.

:30 a. m.,

10

E.

m.

SLoOTER,

1884.

ATTENTION

Do Bruyn, pastor;-

and 7:30

15,

CALL AND SEE US

boat the bottle rolled to one side and
caused the accident. One of

A. OAXaL.
A. P.

ket, boldly offered to double the reward,

known what caused the

MB

aiVE

Holland. Mlcb., May

m. The

money mar- Prayer meeting, Thursday evening

the bottle was not recovered. It

Cool and refreshingSoda Water drawn from the
finest equipped fountain in the city can be obtained at my store.

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-

of the freight; George, Pastor. Services at

rest

nlficentof any in the city.

Sewing Machines,

near, and by the promise of sundry nickles services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.

succeeded

fitted

institution.” Evening, “Michael the
Archangel disputing with the devil about

Foreign and Domeatio Fruits.

Our handsome Ice Cream Parlors are being ro
and will be, when completed, the most mag

SHOES.

day school at 3:45. Subjects: Morning,

consistedof

The contents of the

CIO- A.IR,S,

*

‘

Planing and Re-sawing

Millinery and Fancy Goods.
BONNETS, HATS, FLOWERS.

done on short notice.

Stairs, Hand Railing,
Doors, Blinds,

Sash

Mouldings

FEATHEK8, POMPONS, RIBBONS, SATIN, BILK, VELVET,
CRAPE, VEILING, LAOS GOODS, EMBROIDERIES,
HANDKERCHIEFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES.
(

Brackets, etc. made and
Jersey Jackets,

furnished.

Gossamer Water
•eta,

Proofs,

Hoop

SkirtA,Bustles, Cer-

and Hair Geods.

Infant Cloaks and Clothing a Specialty. Worsted, ard
Office and

ekep on Bluer Street,

andoanuas.

near the corner of Tenth Street,
JAS.
Hollavd, May

27.

HUNTLEY.

1968.

17-tf.

L &

S.

*”"**« -T

.--.•I-.

The

JOniNGS.

apple crop

Small

Wheat

77 cents per bushel.

is

Several marriages

are

this city.

The Sunday

tapis in

Rapids to

-

*10^

next

A#y

Wednes-

from the size

excursion train from

who

wants

Is

Civil service— the

The

*

had a couple of

Monday re-

election in Maine last

It
railroad

.

aow-a-dayson

the

seems to be remarkably dull.

It

—

I

the

Merchant

^

is

currently stated that

Ben

will “stump" this state for about

during the

and Cedar streets

kind you don’t

latter part of

Butler

* M. D. Howard, who has been

*

is

ill for

very

past, is reported as lying

The Century

is

about

a

publicationof

not expected to live.

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

commence the

to

A largo and very

series of articles on

To

on

a visit of a

week

West Mich. Industrial Fair

at

or ten days.

The

total

amount

Chicago and West Mich. R’y will

GIVE ME A CALL.

CTBEP,

V

Hope

at

prohibition convention $21,679. A further sum of
which was to have been held in Coopers- needed to establish the school.

The county

College is place will be filled by
$9,000 is of Cleveland, Ohio. ~

Wm.

Mr.

Holley,

FOB STRENGTH AND TRUE FRUIT
FLAYOR THEY STAND ALONE.
Examine our Goods before purchasPMPARID tV TNI

Mb. Tom Haggert, agent

Price Baking

the U. S.

of

III.

express company, and

The

day with

compliment.

a ringing

republicans of this city fired the

Grand
Rapids and will address the people on
next Monday evening. Reduced rates on

J.

Holland, Mich., April 23,

®

WE MAKE BUT ONE QUALITY.

didate Cor vice president, will be in

Extress Agent Breyman has been
limping about

his

place of business this

week. He lays it to tight shoes. Should
not have such big feet then your shoes
would not hurt you Breyman.

Marshal Vaupell arrested a

tramp

Last Saturday evening au eight year old
icre,

quantity of

and a

Smith & Wesson revolver, a
loaded shells, $29 in money,

lot of miscellaneous property.

was

set

ypon by

Wal, of Fill-

a large dog belong-

ing to a neighbor and severely bitten

the limbs.

about

Robert Bunker, of

that city,

round

trip ticketsto

nomination. Mr. Bunker

is a

lawyer and

Bunker.
member

a

law firm of DeLano

of the

&

LIGHT HEALTHY BREAD

de-

and October 1, for $4.95. The

West Mich. R’y,

after

A

_

such laborers.

to all

tickets will

We

YEASTGEMS I

The best dry hop yeast In the world. Bread

have received a copy of Fargo’s at-

raised by this yeast to light, white and wholelas of fruit and grain producing states.
Harring- The pamphlet is a very neat scheme ad- some tike our ortndmother’i dslleloua bread.
Illinois where
GROCERS SELL THKNL
vertisingFargo’s boots and shoes and is

Last Tuesday morning Ed.

he bought a carload of nice young horses.

PNfPAMO BY TNI

sent out with the complimonts of our boot

Price Baking Powder Co.,

.

Ed. says

son

11 year old

H. WYKHUYSEN,

A Sabbath School convention will be convention in Grand Rapids last week
on Wednesday, Friday succeeded, after 61 ballots,In
to.
dealer InSeptember
24,
at
10
o'clock,
a. m. The placing Hon. C. C. Comstock In nominacordingly did.
conventionwill be addressed by Rev. P. tion for member of Congress from this
Next Monday evening V. W. Seely,
de Pree, Rev. P. Lepeltak,Mr. F. Van district. Mr. Comstock is a very popular
Esq., chairman of the democratic county
Driel, Rev. J. Broek, Rev. J. Van der man with the laboring classes of the discommittee, will address our citizens on
Meulen, and Prof. G. J. Kollen.
trict and Is undoubtedly the strongest canthe political issues of the day at the
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
didate that they could have nomiuated.
Clevelandand Hendricks club room. Let
We understand that negotiationsare
amputate the first finger which he
he ac-1held in Zeeland, Mich.,

__

go and hear him.

/early

last Tuesday

Kellogg, the

first

morning Mr. Elisha

Ho-

landlord of the City

tel, and an old resident of

Grand Rapids,

died at his residence in that city, aged 76

years. The funeral was held on Thursday

Mr.

i

We hope

completed and that our children will be blood

at 10 o'clock.

I.

A. Anderson, the gentlemanly

gone and done it. Last week

he took

a trip to

Monday

Grand Rapids, and while

there got married to Miss Kate

Thompson,

an estimable young lady of that city.

:d

We

extend onr congratulations.
In the last issue of the

ogyThe

ai>

at

Jennisonvllleand delayed the express

.

I also keep on

hand a

dance. It seems
though we were mistaken as to the

writing and the public sentiment of

Spectacles!

The

My

nal.

of

the

is

unsurpassedin

use as seed.

This week

It

Schaddelee, of this

fusion candidate for

city,

member of the

th\

state at 80 Canal street,

legislature for the first district of this

county has declined

to

fill

known

ell

Grand Rapids, and was

in this city.

this city.

he reported the

Particular attention is called to the fact
cut the potato up and planted that all my goods are first-class and are
in nine hills and on last Monday dug up sold at low prices.

the vacant place on the tick-

Among the names mentioned for the
nominationare: Geo. D. Sanford, of
Grand Haven, and Tbos. Savidge, o
et.

Spring Lake.

The executive committee of the West
ichigan Fruitgrowers Society havede-

Holland, Mich., Oct.

“camping out,” under favorable circumstances, is a comparatively cheap form of

summer

run, and a meet-

ing of the county committee will be held

^e-day to

the firm of Friedrich Bros., music dealers,

recreation, and is also pleasant

and healthful. It
dence for

Is fast,

Now

ot Holland,Healey of South Haven and

where they will go to Buffalo

-H

East, returning after

weeks

city. Here

Is

an

the

Bt

annual meeting of

bid

at Fennville in

this society will be

up their residence in this

hoping that you and year

own

while the

The little hooker, Oda May, bettl
blown under the name of Catfish,an]
rned by Ed. Clark, of this city, left hei

many

accommodations that can

be had in the way of board, tents, food,

cooking,boating, sailing,

Last night, Friday,

the republicans ef abe was struck by tbs heavy squall of that

this locality held a mass meeting and were evening,
addreaeed by Gen. J. Packard, of Indiana,

b ave

and waa swamped and would
If the occupants, Tbeo. Drake

tank

and the Hon. John O. Fitzgerald,the and the owner, had not succeeded in capcandidate for Cengress frem this district. sizing her and emptying out the load, ard
It waa expected that Gen. K. A. Alger, then righted her enough te float. After
candidatefor Governor of thla state and drifting abont

until four

o’clock the nbft

ce in matters of wearing apparal, has
the impression that a desire to
of action and

to “do as yen please”

Is

the

predemin-

log sentimentsof all its patrons.

ement of the Park

this

The

Logan club of Grand Hprea were te take the men

lost all their
te

in th*

proowlon.Thin UUnfintp,!- and bad

borrow

i

inf apparel ef the oei

sod money
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SEARS,
dealer Hn

Better wagon in everyway,
!and will not he undesold by anyone.

Fresh

1

Salt

Meats

BDUJsJF,

Gall

BOR/K,

anlExamine.

Also keeps on head

mi ni

as

en

always on baud-

Fish, Poultry

and

in their leaeco.

Open and Top Buggies,
MDAHE
A.J

AD SWELL BODY

CUTTEM.
y.ic. MMfiM^Br Bipiy f« rmmm

Ihnihfiwi

institutionhas been so thoroughly ostra-

of wear- cized that thopreprleton have boon lu
farmen in beet customers and will aodoabtodly 4U-

MTU

'Ll

order to reach home
boil.

'mm

and

XjA.BiZD,

lino ef J

seasoa has

W.

put

Fanners.

a de-

to a high dogroo, one of reapoctabllMood, candidatefor State Senator morning, the boat beached abont aix miles
weald be present, bat owing to the fact ef this fide ef Grand Haven, and the sailo!
and good order, and it should bo kept
oar going to pren at an early boar we can- were rescued In a nearly
•o. The only spot on the character of the
not give fall particulars. The Blaine and dltion/^Thelr
te pieces and place baa bees the “bum boat” aadtbat

J.

BHrt

®

J, Flieman

make it a
unknown in

cutter disregard for persenal appear

ijoy perfect freedom

9>
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vpit all
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Our popular wagon manofacturer

uV

I.

the chance

® ®
dq ^

i' P*
CD

etc.,

source of pleasure almost

and prosper Rokus,
1st Wednesday night bound for Muskt
former years at summer reaerta. The
and your many friends and acquaintances
la tbit vicinity join with us In onr
8°“ Wllh ‘ l0*d, “! *P?,“ *nd l»Ukx».l wci.l Irorfom .iUtln, b.twMn the |».U
J
Whan
nhmit eight
aiohf nnlaa
ant f*nm
am mat the
ha flmala
When about
miles eut
from here
Hotels amnni*
among tha
the t'aamoaoa
“campers,'* gQd
wife will live long

24-1

© ©
oo

Offers his superior made wagons fast ss cheap as
anybody sell thorn la Zeeland,andiclalms that
ideas of healthful exercise they are a

and enjoyment and social entertainment,

December.

absence of two

J

will take

and

1882.

time in ostentatious exhibitions of them-

Last Wednesday, September10, M\| Kinsley of Benton Harbor were appointed selves and In frivolous and stylish enterRokus A. Kanters, of this city waa marAtomake the collection,which will bain tainments. Those who goto Macatawa
rled at Grand Haven to Miss Lizzie G.
charge of Messrs. La Fleur and Dutton, Park can select their own company, their
Oggel, of that city. The newly married ^ho will attend the several fairs. The own style of dress, and recreations suited
couplo Immediatelyleft for Chicago from

for

fashionable and expensive

tothair

/-s 02

supersedingresi-

a longer or shorter period at tho

summer resorts,
where wealthy people, and those that
uit at the fairs at Allegan, Kalamazoo
nd Grand Rapids. Messrs. LaFleur of would like to be thought such, do most
congregate and spend their money and
Allegan, PhiiHps of Grand Haven, Dutton
ded to exhibit a general assortmentof

is

24,

W
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SILVERWARE

Last spring we gave Joos Verplanke,

son to a large extent lies in the fact that

Kommer

©

stock of

Otto Friedrich, of Grand Rapids, and one bushel and a peck of as fine potatoes
ever grew. The white elephant is a
Lizzie and Clementina Brien, of Cadillac,
Come in and tee my Stock, Watches
closing of the hotel. The danoo was held
ery prolific variety and in quality it exwere capsized in a row boat on Clam lake
and Clocks repaired on
there but the hotel will remain open for
ells them all. We can recommend them
Saturdayevening, and Otto Friedrich and
short notice.
some time yet. It looks as though the
o our farmers.
Lizzie were drowned and the other lady
proprietors would get in two seasons this
rescued in an unconcious condition/
The success of Macatawa Park this sea- ninth street, opposite first church.
year. Hope they will.
Otto Friedrich was the senior member of
H. WTKOUY8EN.
as

U

i-j

ion as to the political policy of the Jour-

county, a large white elephant potato to

'

S

full line ef

upon the track and taken to Grand
result. He
Rapids. The damage was nominal.

closed last night with a

,.V?M

si

in possession at

Sheriff

m

Jewelry and Clocks.

spilled.The faction repre-

half. A wrecking train with a gang of
the fusion candidate for
men under the charge of Charlie Odell
scene and the cars were

c w S' £L
p -s E./7
p ® CO

Silverware, Platedware,

rupture was caused by a differencein opin-

train due here at 10:05 two hours and a

to the

8®

at

Detroit is nearly all in his favor.

Rapids last Tuesday morning was derailed

stated put

that the hotel at Macatawa Park would be

this

freight train going to Grand

were sent

News we

was

given an opportunityof learning to sing sented by Lloyd Brezee is

rug clerk in Dr. R. B. Best’s drug store,

as

that these

8®
«rK K*
0

Ladies’ and Gents’ Lockets,

the

war
music in our schools. with each other this week and on Monday
arrangementswifi be a pitched battle was had and more or les*

something besides the long meter doxol-

morning

Two factionsin the ownership of

and Prof. Shepherd, of Grand Rapids, for Detroit Evening Journal have been
instruction in vocal

cr

-

pending between our Board of Education

.

D p 2 S: ©
® «a5*B

III.

to

Yates was called and found it necessary
cessaryt

all

o

J.

that all of our farmers who want
and shoo dealers, Messrs. L. Sprietsma &
iM'm oiir. wmi wcui naTortu £mta,
exchange their horses for younger ones Son.
Chlo.no.
.1. Loul*. MO.
of Mr. David Bertsch got his right
I ham
hand. will do well by calling on him.
The democrats and nationals in joint
badly jammed in a strawcutter.

Last Saturday Henry the

g 3 o
cf
^
2 s'S' ^
cs a
g- £ B ^ &
S-’®

further reduction to $1 per day has been

made

so®-!

«

hands and watchmen to $1.15 per day.

be good for six full days.

ton returned from a trip to

&

Mulliken,/educed the wages of section

the Chicago

Exposition, from this city, including one

was placed in

2. Si

and hear him.

sire to go

The Chicago

*

tion held in Muskegon last Thursday,

tr

2 —

the management was assumed by J. B.

The Chicago and West Michigan R’y
will sell

who

J8-ly

Dr. Manting, of Graafschap

admissionto the exposition, on Sept. 18

At the Democratic senatorial conven-

the railroad will be given to all

Iressedthe wounds.

yesterday morning that was in possession
of a rifle, a

Van der

laughter of Mr. G.

W. BOSMAN,

1881,

o e 5 O

FOR BAX/B BTT QROC3ER8.

Gen. John A. Logan, republican can-

isn't it?

ing elsewhere. \

Powder Co.,

8t. Louia, Mo.
Ed. Wygant, gen- Chicago,
UAKCM or
two weeks.
eral baggage master of the G. R. & I. R.
Dr. Prise's Cream Baking Powder
cannon on receipt of the news that Maine
R., both of Grand Rapids, were in this
-AND—
8. Wksselius, well known in this clt
had turned in a larger republican vote
city last Thursday and “took in” Macaas a student at Hope College, was adl than usual, the firing was done near
Dr. Price’s Lupulin Yeast Gems,
tawa park.
Beet Dry Hop Teuat.
mitted to the Kent county bar last Tues
icy Mohr’s soap factory. Rather suggestive

Wednesday was adjourned for

ville last

•v|

CUSTOM-MADE/uli

S. S. Wheeler, who for some time has
Vanlll a, Lemon, Orange, etc., flaror Cake*,
been head miller of the Standard Roller Creanu, Puddings, <fcc., a* delicately nnd naturally ua the fruit from which they are made, Onr large stock of READY-MADE CLOTHING
subscribed towards Mills, has resigned his position, and his
will bo sold at bottom prices.

Fund

the Theologfcal

ot

have Inst been received and all who defllre a good
oI Clothes will do welitoM

Graad Rap-

Ranters, leaves for Terre Haute to-morrow sell round trip tickets for one fare.

ies.

fine line

STJITIITGS

the State Fair at Kalamazoo and tho

night to pursue his civil engineering stud-

Johnnie Doesburg, clerk of the
steamer 8. B. Barker, of Ashland,is heme

Clothing,

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS;

“Battles and Leaders of tho Civil War."

ids, the

G. A. Kanters, youngest son of Mr. R.

m

twenty-five do

grees difference in the temperature.

a week

October.

Ready-Made

get

.

low and

Tailor,

and dealer in

A cold wave struck this city yesterday

morning and made seme

The “pay checks” of the Chicago and
A refreshing shower last Wednesday
West Michigan R’y came Thursday and
night put an end to the extremely hot
the R. R. man was happy.
weather of the early part of this woeki
some weeks

MAN,

J w. BOS

in the average restaurant.

a victory for the Republicans

with 10,000 plurality.

tenants last Saturday night.
little travel

w

ttj* v

progressing finely.

office.

sulted in

Very

The grading of Tenth

rent some

to

week livened

park.

city “lock-up”

-v...,

THE PASTRY

IN

The thermometer registered lu

Grand

.

has been discontinued. ninetiesthis week.

this city

person

News
hot weather of this

up the travel to the

I

Study the pass, boys, but never pass the
study.

in.

pleasant rooms, can find them above the

day, the 17th inst.

Our

come

.

A crying evil— the baby next door.

-

Hope College w.li, open

The

fruits are so called

of the boxes they

on the

very large this year.

is

te

Brill But iiikii

p*,,.

m

'

'

MARY.

ting him a plate of roast turkey with thov did not evince any undue anxiety
A NEW KIND OF ORADUATE.
PITH AND POINT.
equal parts of white and dark meat and to draw my friend into the enterprise
Mr.
Selvtdre
Learnt
That
He
Hat
Drawn
“plenty of stuffin’."
completely disarmed him. He was led
The glutton that crams np with poulCan I forest the happy nlcht,
Home Eironeou*Ideas From The
“You know him, then,” observed the to believe that it was 'only on account
trv
is a choke-bore fowling piece.—
In that Docemb rw*%thcr.
Newspapers.
plum padding eater.
When sho and I, with footstep* light,
of his excellent reputationas an honest
Yonker's Gazette.
“And so,” said Mr. Selvedge, the tailWalked home from church toge.ber?
“I suould say so. I have known him and reliable business man that he was
Crystallized sngar is the “rock” that
My heart w^s rent 'twixt joy and fear,
or, shaking hands • with his young
a
great
many
years,
and
I
know
most
of
to
be
let
into
the
ventura
Stock
was
And she was coy and chary,
has turned many a man a-rye.— Marafriend,
“and
so
you
are
home
from
colFor that which maidens lore to hear
his old associateswho used to come very scarce, he was told, but if he bethon Independent.
rd whispered in hor tiny ear,
here. Cornelias Vanderbilt was one of came Treasurer of the company he lege? Graduated with honors, I reckWnl.o walking homo with Alary.
on?"
CiirncHES are schools of humility,
tli at coterie of gormandizers.I don’t might have a few shares at par. CorYoung
Mr.
Bookbv
admitted that he but vane are the heights to which they
Ah, that was in the long ago,
mean the Commodore, but his son, the nelins Vanderbilt,it was affirmed, had
lint somehow it seems nearer,
late brother of William H. I know subscribed for 150,000, and had placed carried off some of the honors, bat not a-spire.— Ton er’s Gazette.
And those dear days we used to know,
the highest.
Seem always, somehow, dearer
Once upon a time a good name was
‘Corneel’ well, and it was owing to my $250,000 with William H. Vanderbilt.
When Mary lingers by my side
“Pulled stroke in the winning boat, consideredgreater and better than
intimate
acquaintance
with
him
that
I
My
friend
was
not
wholly
green,
and
As coy and sweot'ychary
I reckon?" Mr. Selvedge said, winking riches. But that was a long time ago.
As when, in that Decembertid\
was enabled to save a friend from being suggested that as he had never seen
at the bystanders.
Iwooed and won my little bride,
—Peck's Sun.
swindled."
Mr. Cornelins Vanderbilt he would like
While walking home with Mary.
“No,” young Mr. Bookby said, “we
“How was that?”
to meet%him before he concluded an;
“I tell you it’s blistering in the
had no crews at Yarmouth. There used
God bless thee, Mary, for the peace
“I will tell you. Jack, fill these to- arrangement relative to the enterprise
wood-shed,’’said Johnnie as he
'lhat cometh with thl* seeming,
to he some interest in boating, but for
bies again. The thing happened abont His suggestion met with a cordial exemerged with his father, and he didn’t
A"d grant I ne’er shall know surcease
some years it has been neglected and
From this delightful dreaming,
a year and a half before the Cornelias pression of approval, and one of the
Yefor to the weather, either.
For in mine ago yon are to me—
Vanderbilt’s tragic death in this city. gentlemen, who was to act as Vice there isn’t a crew in the college. Some
A New York doctor says sunstroke is
Though all the world may vary—
Perhaps you will remember that soon Presid|nt of the new company, at once of the men row for pleasure and exer- always preceded by a rush of blood to
The same sweet girl you used to be
cise, but they have to hire boats in the
And to a land my faith can nee,
after the electric light came into prac- made an appointment for the meeting
the brain. No wonder the dudes are
I’m walking home with Mary.
village."
tical use for illuminated purposes, a on the next day. My friend was to gc
You go in for base ball, I suppose?" free and happy this red-hot weather.
very large number of companies were to an office in a large business building
POBTKY.
Down in Kansas Citv at a ball in“No, not very much. There are sevformed for the ostensible purpose of in Broad street, and there be intro
BY GOETHE.
eral nines in the college and we have stead of saying, “Swing and balance,”
supplying that light to the public. dneed to Mr. Cornelins Vanderbilt He
they say, “Swing your duckey and
Poetry is a gnshing swell,
Some of those companies were legiti- was on his way to keep that appoint- had some pretty good game*, but only
shake
yonr mud- hooks.”— Carl PretThat scorns ihc niggard measure.
mate enterprises, but scores of ‘wild- ment when I met him elbowing his wa; between our own dices. We had no zel's Weekly.
Keeps the blood warm and makes It swell
ball club that traveled, and it happencat’ corporations sprang up in various through the crowd in Wall street, and
In pulsing veins with pleasure.
ed that none of the other college clubs
“Our paths are different," said one
parts of the country. They sent cir- he had come direbtly to my office aftei
Blame me not!— the cup of sorrow,
came
to play with us, except the Bow- medical graduate to another. One was
culars to this city, soliciting subscrip- the meeting. After listening to sc
When it comes to mo,
doins, and we beat them 27 to 0. But an allopath, the other a homeopath.
I can sip, nor no d to borrow
tions to their stocks and bonds, and much of his story I interruptedhim tc
Midcst airs from thee.
doubtless many innocent subscribers ask: “Did you see Cornelius Vender- we didn’t pay much attention to the “And both paths lead unto the grave,”
game, except as a pleasant recreation. said truthful No. 2.
suffered. There bogus companies be- bilt to-day."
Modesty's a pretty thing
I never played; I was too slow.”
REVE'GE IH SWEET.
In a maid when woo’d;
came so numerous that the first-class “ ‘Yes,’ said my friend.
When Philkm* won h-r heart from
Modestly she folds hor wings
“How are you on the bicycle?”ask“
‘That’s
impossible,’
I
exclaimed
electric
light
companies
found
it
necesMy
soul
wn much en rawed;
From h ndllng co irso and rude
ed Mr. Selvedge, anxiously.
4’ut now, ha! ha! I um revenged**
sary to unite iq exposing and suppres- ‘Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt is in ChicaI hear they ar.* enBUifed!
And sober thought, the wise mau says,
Young Bookby laughed. “I never —Life.
sing the fraudulent ones. Some of go to-day, and here is a telegram that 1
In wise hour teaches me
was
mounted
but
once”
he
said
“and
For time to order well my days,
the more bare-faced swindles were un- received from him not two hours ago.
A circus clown recently dropped
then I didn't stay on long enough to
And for eternity.
“It was now my friend’s turn to be
earthed by the agents of the united
dead
while getting off an old joke on
companies. But now for my story. astonished, but he endeavored to con- learn how to get down. I will never his mother-in-law. Thus you see that
But rhyme disowns the sober moo
I love to rhyme alone.
One day I chanced to meet an old and vince me that I must be mistaken. He know just how I did dismount, but I a man always gets the worst < f it when
Or with one friend or two whose blood
did it.
very dear friend of mine in Wall street. insisted that he had seen Corneliu!>
he didn’t know’ the blamed thing was
Flows kindly like my own.
“Didn’t you box a great deal?”
Vanderbilt
and
had
received
the
latHe was nervously elbowing his way
Cowled or uncowlcd, let preachers como
“Not very much. Ob, I put on the loaded. — Paris Beacon.
through the crowd, and I asked him in ter’s assuranc that the new enterprise
To dam my foaming river,
“I want the babies feet taken, you
gloves now and then, just as the other
a joking way if he was going after a was a good thing. Cornelius had said
They may prevail to make me dumb,
know,”
said a Chicago mother to the
boys
did,
but
our
fellows
didn’t
seem
But to bj sober never.
fortune. He answered me in a very that it was bound to succeed, because
to
care
much
for sparring or fencing. ” photographer. “Can’t do it, ma’am, in
serious tone, that ho was, and passed William H. had taken hold of it, I
^Vhen the poet’s fancy bums,
“Guess you wan’t much of an ath- acardpho; will have to have a cabiBe slow to reprimand him;
on out of my sight. I went up into my asked my friend to give me a descripTon’ll forgive his wildest turn*
lete ?’’ suggested Mr. Selvedge, rather net.” “Why?" “Because, ma’am, Chioffice, and had been there about an hour tion of the man whom he haddaken for
When once yon understand him.
cago feet are always cabinet sizel”
when my friend came in. I saw at a Cornelius Vanderbilt,and he described irritably.
THE KICKER.
“Oh,
I
don’t
know,”
replied
the
glance that he was unusually excited, ‘Corneel’ most accurately. Then I was
From hot to cold,
young
man.
“I
was
considered
the
From
coid to hot,
and I sought to put him in a calmer puzzled, but I at once wrote a telegram
A Lawyer’s Story.
strongestman in my class. I could put
Yonr ulster now unfold,
frame of mind by telling him an anec- to Vanderbilt in Chicago requesting an
To-mor.owwill be cold,
up heavier weights than any man in
And It will snow,
dote I had just heard, about how Wil- immediate answer. Next I asked my
Vack!"
college, and I never had a sick day in
And It will blow,
Three resoundiog thumps on a stout liam H. Vanderbjltcircumvented a friend if he had paid in his $25,000,
It's just as like as not.
my four years. I’ll tell you what I’ll
and,
much
to
my
relief,
he
said
he
tricky
horse-dealer,
—Chicago n.
wooden table attracted the attention
“‘i)o you know Mr. Vanderbilt,’ had not He added, however, that he do; you put up the heaviest weights
not only of the white aproned waiter,
A southern judge decides that a huk
had agreed to complete his purchase .ol you can handle, then I’ll lift you and band can “strike his wife three licks
bat likewise of the half-dozen persons asked my friend abruptly.
your
weights,
if you can hold them."
“ T have merely a speaking acquaint- stock on the next day. Well, to make
who were eating and drinking in the
“Yon must have lived in the gymna- with a switch and escape punishment.”
a long story short, I prevailed upon
ance
with him,’ I’replied.
plain old-fashioned chop-house.One
Not much. Your honor;— not if his
sium?”
“Can you tell me whether he and his him to promise me that he would not
of the eaters,
benevolent-looking
wife can grab a rolling-pin or a broom
“No
only
practiced
regularly
one
joung man with banged hair, was so brother Cornelins are on good terms? make another move in the enterprise
handle, he won't escape punishment.
hour a day."
startled by the thumps that he let fall do you think that he would back Cor- until he had seen me. He went home
And in a majorityof cases she can grab.
“Played lawn tennis?"
bis fork, with which he had but just im- nelius in an important business enter- and I remained in my office. About an
—Drake's Travelers' Magazine.
“Oh,
yes;
quite
frequently.
I
was
paled a cube of luscious steak. The prise ? Is he interestedin any way in hour after a dispatch came from CorA Cincinnati girl, traveling in Italy,
rather fond of it. I played a little evshaggy house dog, drowsing behind the electriclight enterprises ? These ques- nelius Vanderbilt telling me that he
was captured by briganc's. Word was
ery
week,
in
good
weather.”
stove, quietly rescued the juicy cube tions were put so rapidly that I scarce- was at the Palmer House in Chicago
“And what are you going to do now," sent to her friends that they might
from the sawdnst and shoved tue fork Iv caught tlieir drift, but I saw by my and that he . knew nothing whatever
take
charge of the government or have her for $5,000. The next mornfriend’s eager manner that he was deep- abont any electric light company.
under the young man’s feet
ing the brigands sent a note, asking her
drive
a dray?”
^Jack!” again called the thumper, ly interested. I told him that I did not Then I hunted up a detective with
Young Mr. Bookby laughed again. mends if they would take her for
know exactly how William H. and Cor- whom I was well acquainted, and told
45ruffly.
“I
don’t believe I could drive a dray,” $1,000. She had amused herself dur“Tea, Jndge, what can I do for yon?” nelius regarded each other, but I was him the main facts of the case. He
be said. “I’m a poor whip and rather ing the night by singing “Over the
said the waiter, deftly brushing the ta- quite certain that their personal inter- had heard of the parties who were inGarden Wall.”
courses were neither close nor confi- terested in the glowingly -described new afraid of horses. I am in the city enble witu his big napkin.
A calf has l>een born in Austin, Negineer’s
office
now,
and
I
just came
*T want some whisky— three fingers dential, and I was by np meanes pre- electric light company, and suspected
around
here
to
tell you that you are set- vada, with two tails. If that calf
*of tlie best” A glass half-full of good pared to believe that a man of William that they were swindlers. We went
ting the wall of your new store four should take it into its head to jump
lye was set before the jndge in a twink- H.s’ astutencsss would back ‘Corneel’ in together to the house of my friend, and
inches over the sidewalk lino, and it over the moon, astronomers would
talked
the
matter
over.
The
detective
any
important
bnsiness
enterprise.
I
ling. ^ “Some Inmp sugar. ' Ah, that’s
grow gray trying to study out what
it Now bring me a cup of tea without pressed my friend for an explanation of advised my friend to keep his appoint- must come down before it goes any kind of a comet that w as sailing through
higher.
Luckily
I
discovered
it
before
soy milk, and a clear goblet with just the cause of his extraordinary nervous- ment ’on the following day. It was arthe men got more than a foot above the heaven with two tails. On the otha little water. Yes, that's just right ness and the meaning of his questions. ranged that the officer and myself
the ground with it. Come around and er hand, if this calf should be conTon know what I want, don’t yon Jack ? He said that he had become acquainted should accompany him and be introwe’ll look at it”
tented to stay on earth till its day
<Kve me a teaspoon.”The grnfl old with some capitalists who were inter- duced as gentlemen who would like to
But Mr. Se Ivedge stopped to say a came to be driven to the slaughter,the
subscribe
for
some
stock.
My
friend
ested
in
the
new
elecrtic
light
company.
gentleman became mellow and jovial
butchers would draw lots to see which
as “Jack” placed each of the Circularsreceived through the mails was to draw an admission from the bo- word to his book-keeper. “How many would be the driver. Heretofore a
newspapers
are
taken
in
this
store?’
Articles called for on the table. Run- had first attracted his attention to the gus Vanderbilt that he was Cornelius
butcher,when dressing a cow, has had
he demanded.
ning his fat fingers through his fuzzy, enterprise,but upon inquiry he had Vanderbilt, and the detective would
to be contented with one tail to twist,
“Four
daily
and
six
weekly.”
white hair, he began to laugh Botfly to satisfiedhimself that it was a good then take him into custody for false
but
now that a calf has been born with
“Stop
'em!”
he
said,
savagely.
“Stop
.biinseif. “Yes. Jack, the old jndge thing. The company had but just been representations.”
'em.
Cut
'em
off on the spot, every last two tails, the butchers will loolt for“Well,
did
your
little
trap
catch
the
knows how to enjoy life,” he solilo- organized with a capital of $1,000,000.
solitary, lying one of ’em ! Stop ’em ward to the day when it reaches the
quized. Connting out six lamps of su- Its originators claimed to possess pat- game?” inquired the plumb-pudding
and take out every advertisement we killing age, that they can enjoy the
gar, he dropped them, one by one, into ents of as great value as anything that eater.
have in all the universe.Cut this es- luxury of twistingtwo tails instead or
“No,
somebody
must
have
warned
the
the goblet, in which there was just suf- Swan, Edison, or Brush had discovertablishment clear loose from the news- one. The gentleman who owns this
rascals,
for
when
we
reached
their
ofed,
and
they
also
declared
thatthey
ficient water to dissolve them. He
papers and keep her loose. When you calf would do we 1 to make a specialty
•tarred the thick syrup energetically conld suppiy the electric light to con- fice there was nobody there but a boy,
have any advertisingto do send a man of raising tw’o-tailedcalves, as he conld
who
handed
my
friend
a
note
without
for a minute and then added about half sumers at 40 per cent less cost than
3ut to paint it on the fences; but don’t use one of the tails for ox-tailsoup, and
a
signature,
stating
briefly
(that
Mr.
Any
other
company.
My
friend
noticed
•of his whisky. Next he put in the conhave any newspaper business abont still leave his cattle with one tail
tents of his teacup, and on top of that an incredulouslook in my face, and he Vanderbilt had been called out of town.
apiece. There is money in it. — Peck's
this shop.”
However,
nothing
more
was
heard
in
poured the remainder of the whisky. A hastened to assure me that he had read
And
the man who ‘had gathered all Sun.
this
city
of
that
particular
electric
printed
descriptions
of
all
the
patents,
lew dexterous tuns of the spoon mixed
his ideas of college education from the
The Annual Moving Picnic.
this compound to his satisfaction, and and had also seen the original letters light company.’’— New York Time-,
funny papers, went out exceedingly
with a beaming face, he quaffed it in patent. He then amazed me by saying
“Are you going to help me put down
-orrowful, for he had been taught from
•one prolongeddraught Putting aside tha: he had put $25,000 cash into the
the carpet, John?” “S’poseso; where’s
Tenny’s “Ancle” and “Ankle.®
b:s youth up to believe everything the
the empty glass, he exclaimed: “ Jack, enterprise.I knew he was not a
tnck’hninmer?” “It’s in the barrel of
A lady who was writing a letter sud- papers said.— Bob Burdette."
•now you may bring me a brace of chops wealthy man, and expressed surprise
dishes— no, it isn't— yes, it is— oh, I
at his having been in possession of so denly asked me, “Do yon spell ancle
and a mug of ale.”
know now; I put ii in the bandbox
Well ((imlifledfor the Kusiness.
“Queer drink, eh?" said the stout large a sum. ‘Well,’ said he, with some with a c or k?” As I could not reply
with your new Sunday hat” “Just
“So
yon
would
like
to
become
a
with Mr. Weller, senior, “Spell it with
•and jolly proprietor of the place to the hesitation, T have sold my house. This
like a woman ; never knows where anyblacksmith,
would
you?"
he
said
to
a
a wee," or with Thackery’s ofticer
writer, who had neglectedhis plum venture is sure to quadruple my money
little barefoot boy, as he stopped blow- thing is; hat ruined like enough;
in a year or two, and, after thinking it abont to embark, and inditing a letter
pudding to watch the old gentleman.
where’s the handle of the hammer?”
ing the bellows for a moment.
“Rather, but he seems to relish it" all over, I conclnded to make the in- to his lady-love, to say that be could
“Yes,
sir,” the boy replied. “I would “Oh, I packed that up with the china
“So he does. That’s Judge
(men- vestment. Beddes, I am to be treas- not part with her without a struggle, like to learn the trade.”
set; you’ll find it, dear, at the bottom
“Are there two g’s in struggle?" “Try
Awning a name well known in New urer of the company.’
of the box.” “Now, who’s eoing to
“Are
yon
strong
and
healthy?”
“ ‘Well, that’s one good feature,’ said three, my boy’’— I replied. ’T spell it
York.) He enjoys his lunches and dinstretch this carpet, hey?” “Me, dear.”
“Yes,
sir.”
with a c." She observed : “I have writners, and gets np all sorts of queer I, ‘but who is to be President?” “And qnick? I wouldn’t have a boy “Well, stand there. Gracious, I can’t
“ 'CorneliusVanderbilt,’ answered ten it with a k and I fancy I am right.”
mixtures. Ho pots vinegar on his fish,
pull a hundred pounds of dry goods
around
who wasu’fr qnick.”
Webster'sDictionary was appealed to,
-sprinkles venison with powdered sngar, my friend.
along with the carpet. Oh, dear! I’m
“Yes,
I am quick.”
and there the word was given as ankle.
.pours wine on spinach, and butters his
“I looked at the man in silent astonHere the boy stepped his foot on a going to have a fit, I belive.” I’ll make
nie. Oh, he’s an odd one. You watch ishment. His confession that he who I then referred to Johnson, the quarto hot horseshoe and the blacksmith re- yon a cup of tea, dear. You can drink
him, and before he gets through he will for nearly fgxty years had been a plod- edition, and although he gives ancle, marked:
it out of yonr shaving mug. It’ll be
«hange his drink two or three times. ding, conservative money-saver had yet he refers his readers to ankle, and
just
like a picnic.”— Boston Post.
“Well, I guess I’ll give you a trial.
See, he is ordering a pint of claret to hazarded everything he owned in a evidentlyprefers that form of spelling. Yon seem to be one of the quickest
She Needed Rest.
go on top of that ala After a while he probable ‘wild-cat’scheme had startled Bailey has favored the c, gives ancle little boys I ever saw.”— New York
with
the
derivations
from
Saxon
and
Fair Patient— “Have you any idea
will drink some more ale, and«then will me, but when he mentioned Cornelius
Sun.
what is the matter with me, doctor?”
iop off with a pony of brandy. An old Vanderbilt’s name in connection with Danish. Crmlen’s Concordanceto the
The Boy Again.
Doctor— ‘.‘Why, lean diagnose your
•uatomer? Oh yes; he has taklh the the affair I knew that something was Bible gives ancle, and so does Mrs.
Cowden
Clarke
in
the
solitary
use
of
One of the terrible small boys: case, miss with my eyes shat. There
most of his mid-day meals here for the wrong. I had repeatedly heard ‘Corthe word by Shakspeare.Byron “Does your head ever swim, Mr. Snif- Is nothing the matter with you except
last twenty years. He patronized this neel’ condemn l)ogus stock companies,
place when my father kept it, and he is and I felt certain that he could not writes ankle ( Don Juan, iii, 72) ; but kins?" asked little Tom Popinjay of his that you need rest”
Fair Patient— “Whv, I have just
the only remaining one of a jolly crowd have gone into any important bnsiness Tennyson writes ancle, except when he sister’s bean. “Yes, Tommy, I suffer
uses the word in conjunction with an- occasionally from dizziness.”replied come back from a whole month at the
of fellows who used to Innch here to- enterprise without my knowing it.
other, when he writes ankle-bells,an- the slim. “I thought so,” said Tommy. most popular health resorts.”
gether every day."
There were peculiar citgamstancesthat
Doctor— “Yes, as I said, you need
The well-oiledswinging doors of the led to this belief. resolved to find kle-bones,ankle-deep and ankle-wing. “Pa said he’d pitch you into the horse
old chop-house, which, by the wav, is out what was going On, and proceeded This seems curious, and I am not rond only yonr head would keep you' rest."— PhiladelphiaCall.
one of the few landmarks yet sknding to draw my friend out without seeming aware if the Laureate’svariation in the from sinking.”
Too Mnch Might.
in the busy locality immediately sur- to be
deeply interested as I spelling of this word has been remarkThe insolent civilityof a proud man
ed
by
his commentators. — Notes ana
“I don’t take much stock in the widrounding Trinity Church— parted just really wap. He tow nie that after reis, if possible, more shocking than his
ow’s mite,” mused an old bachelor.
enough to admit the burly form of a ceiving two or three circulars he called
radeness could be; because he shows
“Why not?” asked an acquaintance.
well known lawyer. He bestowed a at an office in Fulton street, and had
y on, *by his manner, that he thinks, it
“Because the only woman I ever askRailroad Item.
glanceand a bow in thediiectionof ike •met tyro pr three of the promotors of
mere condescension in him ; and that ed to marry me said that she might if I
•quaint old jndge, and, recognizing in the scheme. They told him he had
Awkward Idiot— , Your traity
goodness alone bestows upon yon were only good looking and had money,
ine plum padding c&ter an old acquaint-! been highly recommended to them as qn to long, Miss Lucy.’
what you have no pretense to claim.— yhe afterwards married another fellow,
woe?, he sat down at the opposite side a good man for Treasurer of the new
Miss Lucy— “It will{ not be so long Chesterfield.
whom she pounded to death; and I
of the latter's table. Thd proprietor company. They mentioned the names if you take two feet off of it.”
He had intended to conduct her to
Emotional insanity has never yet imagine he found hdr might altogether
If*'
friends whom
too mighty;”
the supper table, but he had to get ofi caused a victim to pnt his hand in his
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of ale. “I see the old judge is here,"
•aid the lawyer, after he had taken a friend’s confidence was completely won.
sip of his Bass and admon The
Thp strangers were
wbw > well-dressed and
to be careful about get agreeable gentlemen, and the fact that

yii

the train very suddenly,,so that
other

young man undertook

her to the banquet hall
ings.

some pocket and pay

an outlawed

debt

to conduct

— Texas

The need of thehour is not a cheaper
Sift- cigar, but a man who really enjoys to kick when he finds anybody else exuoking
ercising the same privilege.
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Anise is an annual plant growing to
the height of one foot, carries a white
flower, aud blooms from June till August. The seeds are imported and used
in large quantities on account of their
aromatic and carminative properties.
The distilledplant, when used in blossom, yields a sweeter and more grateful tincture than can be obtained from
the seeds. Anise iy extensivelyused
by the confectionerfor the purpose of
flavoring comfits and cordials. The
anise seed cordial of the shops is a compound of alcohol, anise seed and angelica. The oil is obtained by distillation
from the seeds, and though habitually
mixed with a great many cattle medicines, and regarded by the farmers of
former generations as one of the most
potent drugs, it performs scarcely any
other office than the communicatingof
an agreeable fragrance.The Chinese
cultivate it for the seasoning of dishes;
and the Japanese ^mploy bundles and
garlands of it in the ceremonies of their
eathenishsuperstition.

Scowls.
Oftentimes wo meet people whose
faces would be beautiful if they were
not darkened and wrinkled by scowls.
It never was designed that mortals
should thus disfigurethemselves— no,
it never was. Scowls are the result of
habit; we first yield to imtable emotion, and then let these wrong feelings
settle into a chronic state. It is well
to bear in mind that the emotions of
the heart are photographed on the
countenance. They will
..... as certainly
leave their peculiar impressions on the
countenanceas a potter’s wheel leaves
its impression on his vessels.
What is more beautiful than a fair
countenance V The features may be a
little irregular;but if they wear smiles

^

and good

they will soon lose
their plain appearance and become atcheer,

tractive.
“I feel so bad and sick,” many a
says, “I can’t help scowling. ”

one

We

cannot agree with you; you can
the minister chances to
call, your scowls will vanish like the
dew before the morning sun. Custom
tells us that we must wear smiles when
we have visitoif; and if we assume
them to please visitors, let us keep them
on to please our friends. —Anon.
help

it; for if

All for

50

Cents.

E. C. Walker, Editor “Track and
Road, " The Spirit of the Times, New York,

With a sad face and a trembling voice
the father said:
“My daughter has been attending the seminary in a distant town and was succeeding
remarkably. Her natural qualities,together
with a great ambition,placed her in the front
ranks of the school, but she studied too close-

was not careful of her health, and her
poor brain has been turned. I am taking her
to a private asylum where we hope she will
ly,

• ‘Tts

led

Or

Manhood.

Thu ration men never stop at one glass
when taking whisky Is because it is a cereal
drink, and always has to be continued in the

necks.
to Secure Health.

Pcovlll’sSarsaparilla ami Stllllngia, or
Blood and Liver Syrup, will restore perfect
health to the' physicalorganization. It Is,
Indeed, a strengthening syrup, pleasant to
take, and has often proven Itself to be the
beet blood purifier ever discovered,cffectuually curing scrofula, syphilitic dlsoWlers,
weakness of the kidneys, erysipelas, malaria,
all nervous disorders and debility, bilious
complaints and all di-oasca ind enting an impure condition of tho blood, liver, kidneys,
stomach, etc. It correct* Indigestion, especially when tho complaint Is of an exhaustive
nature, having a tendency to lessen tho vigor
of the brain aud nervous system.

The business man or tourist will find firstclass accommodations
at the low price Of IS
dren fit school overtax their mental and nerv- and $2.50 per day at the Gault House, Ohicaous forces by work, worry and care. This go, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
brings about nervous disorders, indigestion fa4famed hotel is located in the center of the
city, only one block from the Union Depot.
and eventuallymania.
Elevator;all appointments flrst-cln**.
It Is not always trouble with the head that
H. W. Hoyt, Proprietor.
causes insanity, it tar oftener arises from
evils In other parts of tho body. The nerv-

The

Mensman’s Peptonized heef Tonic, tho
only preparationof beef containing its entire nutritiousproperties. It contain* bloodmaking, foroe-gener&ting,
and life-sustaining
properties;Invaluable for indigestion,dyspepsia, nervous prostration, and all forms of
general debility; also, in all enfeebled conditions, whether the result of exhaustion,nervous prostration, overwork,or aeute disease,
particularly if resulting from pulmonary
complaints.Caswell, Hazard k Co., proprietors. New York. Sold by druggists.

“You did not pay very close attention to' the sermon, I fear, this morn-

all the remedies and give this a decided preference. It gave n e immediate relief.— C. T.
Stephens, Hardware Merchant Ithaca, N. Y.

Carbu-line*.
Earth brings the bitterness ol pain,
Yes worth the crown ot peace will gain;
And thousands speak in accents fine
The praises of our Carboline.
1

'

Why suffer longer from Catarrh, HayFever, and cold in the Head? A sure cure Is
Ely’s Croam Balm. It Is not a liquid or snuff,
and is easily a; plied. 60 oqnts.

go

T—Xew

Mr. Hacklin went into an unhealth“Pa, what is it you’ve got’”
ful neighborhood and started a news“That is a peach basket, my daughpaper. Several months afterward he ter.”
was seen in the vicinity of his old resi“Ain’t it cunning? Will you give it
dence.
to me when you get through with it?”
“Hello,” said a friend “back so soon ?”
“What do you want to do with it,
“Yes; I got restless.”
my dear ?”
;

cured by

“We

is’ Health

Henewer.’’$1.

increasingsales of pWsOureattMt
claim as the best cough remady.

The
its

Bed-bugs,

flies,

cleared out by “

Piso’s Remedy for Catarrh tea certain
for that very obnoxious disease.

cure

tthiuinaillt
Rheunfttlsm,

Neuralgia, Sciatica,

Lumbago, Backache, Headache, Toothache,
ore Throat, welling*. MpralBa, Bra Uoa,
Barn*. Neald*.
<U. Fio*t Bite*.
AND ALL OTUKK UODILY FAISC AID ACM*.
••M by DruffliU tod

Dealer*

tTcnwher*.FitlyCents t betNo,
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THE CHARLES A. VOGELER CO.
»»A.?OUElXa*OO.IBaUlBom, Bd^C.I.L

Valuable Suggestion of Interest to

Employed on All Railroads— Read

L««3SP
II SHITR 6ERMAI
Never failing. Plcasahtaud
Chicago,wholesaleagent*.

r
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ife. J. A. KING k CO.,

St., LOUISVILLE,
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OQTNone genuine wltbont a bnnoh of
Hops on the white label Bhnn all the vile, poiaonons staff with "Hop" or "Hope" in their namra

KT.

Pain fa snppoaed to be the lot of us poor mortals,
inevitablean death,and liable at any time io come
upon u*. Therefore it ia important thu remedial
agent*nhould be st band to he uaed in an emergency,
when we are made to feel the excruciatingagoniesor
pain, or the depressinginfluence of disease.
Such a remedial agent exists lu that old Iteliable
Family Itemedy.

GAIN

s«

Health andjappiness.

dom™
HIKE DONE.

PERRY DAVIS’
Are your

Pain-Killer
It

was the (fint and

is

Woi

.hi ma from my
igtraaapby IS!

saar1'

ull

»,«,

rsut

the only perma-

nent Pain Reliever.

Hay® jrou Bright's Disease?

ARE

ITS MERITS

UNSURPASSED.
Frank Wiiaon, Peabody,Mara

There
enrea

ia

Colic,

nothing to equal it. In a few momenta it

Cramps, Spasms, Heartburn, DIarrhoea, Dysentery,Flux,

Have

Dyspepsia, Sick
Henry Ward, late Col rath Nat Guard, ». Y.

Headache.
' It

la

d

found to

CURE CHOLERA
When

all

aching?
when 1 was so

Wk

Milwaukee,

other Remedies fail.

nothinggives quicker ease in Burns, Cuts,
Bralm?s, Hpralua. Ntliirs from insevts, ami
.scalds. It removes tho fire, and the wound heals
like ordinary sores. Those sufferingwith lUicnmatism, Uout. or NeuraJgU, if not a positiveeure. they
find the PAIN-KILLER gives them relief when no
other remedy will. In sections of tho country where

|10 a

box"— 8am 1 liodgoa, Wmianutown,Weet Va.

Are you Constipated?

“Bdney-W
____
Irwy-Wort
causae easy evacuation*
and eared
mo after It yeanrrShV,,»stf!4“
Ndaon Fairchild, Bt. Albans,

Have you Malaria?
"Kidney-Worthas done

better

than an
any other

FEVER AND AGUE

Hero.Vk

there Upo remedy held in- greater esteem.
Persons traveling should keep it by them.

Are you Bilious?
ithcrrmeSy

rt

^

hn* ^°Dom* mo!’,° O004 t,uin
J. T. Galloway,Elk Flat, Oregon.

Mrs.

pcnruuimllg
cured m^of Uradln#
.........

fcKWSS

Mymtown, Pa.

Are you Rheumatism racked?

Men

----

Ladies, are you suffering?

J

sra

mill ll HI’

•‘Kidney- Wort

BITTERS

|

N.

J.,

March

3,

I

I

Palm

Gives Relief

at

Once. Thorough
Treatment

will

Care. Not

Liq-

a

uid or Snuff. Apply with Finger.

Give
V)

it

a Trial

coots st Druggists*.

PAYSwns?

«

Cnr**d, on s new principle, to
Stay cured. Rend icUUrapfot
_ _ Tiieds and form for neif-examinaUon. P. Harold Hayes, M. D., Binghamton. N. Y.

ASTHMA
COUNTRY

mmrap

REKWEIS

ewnB|

—

aravwwwjv

KIDNEY-WORT

Liver and Kidney Remedy,
Compounded from the well known!

Ths blood Clkansis.

5

TON

IJQNESI JHKMSftfi.
nroammaadBjsm

THEY CURE DYSPEPSIi ft III)IGM,|
Aet ipon tkoLlrarud Kidaaya,

Boa.

REGULATE frlb BOWELS,

(They cure Rheumatism, and all Urinary trqublea.They Invigorate,
nourish, strengthenand quiet
the Nervous Bystem.
Tho Oldest Medicine
In the World
Worid is
is
ie in

As Tonlo they have no Cqual.
‘ Taka none bat Hops and Malt Bitters.

|

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Hops and Malt

probably Dr. Isaac
Thomi
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-
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Mlttere Co.
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Kennedy, M. D., Rondout. N. Y.:
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you
ou woulfQTanishDisease
and gain Health, Take

If

mwum

cure for Malaria. Kidney and Liver Diseases,
and for all those ills peculiarto women.

Matawan,

cured tno of peculiartrouble*of

—

positive

Dr. Wm. Clothier, Buffalo. N. Y., says: “I
00 cents by’ mai
mail, regprescribedit for a Catholicpriest, who was a istrred. Send for drcnlsr.
ELY
BRl/l’HKKH.
Druggists,
Owego.N.Y.
hard student, for wakefulness,extreme
nervousness,etc. He reports great benefit.’’

tne**

PrlidpslOfflee, Ml Mala

REMEDY

Phosphate
FOR WAKEFULNESS.

weaknesses as quinine is for
r the prevailing
chillsand fever.

BULL’S WORM DESTROYER,
Tho Popular Remedies of the Day.

Dear Sir— I take pleasurein saving s good word for
DR.. KENNEDY’S FAVORITE
I hove

Add

Druggists in malarial districts say that
Lydia E. Pinkham’g Vejetabft Compound is
OO much
mats***
m
as
the standard remedy for female

JOHN

It, If

CoNDUCTons’JtooNEHablem Depot,

It!

did oat.”

Well

You Would Bo BenefiU-d.

THKtik Is no record that the children of
Israel suffered with soft corns. This waa
one of the misscd-aches of Moses.

I

WORM

rt

cheapest

and

—

A

THE HARLEM UILROID.

bib
percent. NatI9Nal Poblishinq Co.. Chicago, DL

Did She Die?

Are you tormented with Piles?

_

Scripture rendered in the prevailing
fashion of speech; “The lady tempted me.

are so palpable to every one'a observation."

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Wells, Richardson k Co.'s ImprovedButter
Color will be found to bo the only oil color
that will not become rancid. Test It, and you
will prove it. It will not color the butter-’
milk; It gives the briglltest color of" any
made, and is the strongest, and thereforethe

Horsl'ord's

I

*

icine."

Crampa,

Colic,

cle-Hcrald.

Farmers, Try

"•'wuMinf*

mere m no denying tnevirtae»of the Ho*
plant, and the proprietors of Hbp Bitters have
shown great Bhrewdnets and ability
* *
"in compounding a medicine who-e virtue*

Prevails

^“Rongh on Patn.^nlck enre for

some of Dr. Pierce’s
•Golden Medical Discovery" and took it acnSAK?,!11!*1 yoLir valuable medicine.FAcoi ding to directions. He began to improve VOWTE REMEDY, in my family tor liver diffleniues.
and iind it an excellentpreparation,worthy of tho
at once. He kepi up the treatment for some
KoommcudaUonit bears.
months, and is to-day a well man. He says
MRS. MARGARET HAYES.
the “Discovery” saved his Lfe.
Gihcs look upon tho engagement ring a* a
very promisingnttalr.— Philadelphiathronl-

otXaictair

the truth of tho assertion that In no cat#
’No!
whatever will it fkil to ours if the direc“She lingered and suffered along, pining
tion* arc strictly followed and carried oat
away all the time for years, "
In h groat many cases a single dose has
“The doctors doing her no good;”
been snffioient for a cure, and whole fomi“And at last was cured by this Hop Bittern
Use have besnenrod by a single bottle, with
the papers say so much about."
a perfectreiterationof tho general health.
Indeed! Indeed!”
It is, howsvsr, prudent ana in avsry case
" How thankful we should be for that medmore certain to ours, if ita use is continued
in smaller dosoi for a week or two after tho
diieasi has boon obookod, more • specially
Daughter's Misery.
in difficult and long-standing oases. Usu“Eleven years our daughter suffered on *
ally this madioint will not require any aid
bed of misery,
to keep ths bowels in good order. Should
“From a complication of kidney, liv«rr
tho nationt however,require a cathartic
rheumatic trouble and Nervous debility,
Iter having taken tthree or font
Bdioine, after
“Under the care of the best physicians,
doses of theiTonio,airngle
le doe
doeo of BULL’S
VEGETABLE
“Who gave her diaease various names,
<£ F
FAMILY PILLS will bo inf“But no relief,
fldent
BULL'S SARSAPARILLA is tho old and
“And now she is restored to us in good
reliabla remedy for imparities of the blood
health by as simple a remedy as Hop Bitand Sorofolone affections—tha King of ters, that we had shunned for years befor*
Blood Pnrifien.
using it"— The Parents.
DR.
JOHN BULL’S VEGETABLE
_______
Father is Getting
DESTROYER is prepared in tho form of
“My daughters say:
eandy drop*, attraetWoto tho sight and
pleasant to tha tuts.
“How much better father is since he used
Hop Bitters."
DIE.
BUXflXa'B i
“He is getting well after his long suffering from a disease declared incurable."
SMITH’S TONIC SYRUP,
“And we are so glad that he used jour
BULL’S SARSAPARILLA;
Bitters. "-A Lady of Utica, N. Y.

The Frazer Axle Grease is the best and,
Intrinsically,the cheapest

Dr.

P*rt)u1rc‘-'’Hotfot

Ague and Favar, or Chilli
and Favar, whether of short or long standing. Ha rtfon to the entire Western and
Sontharn country to boar him testimony to
of

WHEN USED EXTERNALLY, AS A LINIMENT,

neighborhood?”
“I want to use it for a thimble-case
“Not after the people became too fa- for my little doll. ”—iVem York Graphic.
miliar. I had not been there long unMamina — “Johnny, what is the baby
B. c. TROWBRIDGE.
til it became evident that I would not up to?”
But Mr. Trowbridge is not alone in his praise of Dr
like the place. I did not mind them
Johnny— “He’s mp to the jelly shelf.” DAVID KENNEDY’SFAVORITE REMEDY. Favor
tto Remedy is a positive cure for Malaria ifo well as
shooting at me every time I went out —PhiladelphiaCall.
Indigestion. Read the following from It. A. Campof the office, and I even toleratedtheir
“Oh, ma!” exclaimed a little girl,
hell. foremanof tho sortingroom in tho Montgomery
blazing away at me whenever I’d stick running breathlessly into the house Paper Mill:
my head out of the window; but when from the garden ; “you know my beans
Montgomery, Orange Co., N. Y., March i, 1SSI.
they fell into the habit of climbing on that I planted, don’t you?”
Dr. Kennedy. Rondout, N. Y.:
the house-top and shooting down the
“Yes, dear.”
Dear Sir— I have used for some time your valuable
raeffitlnc.FAVORITEREMEDY, for Malaria and it
chimney, why I became disgusted at
“Well, there’s peas on ’em.”— Som- lias
proved aneffcrtuaTcure.After having tried a
great many other medidnesfora disorderot tl.is kind
such familiarity.— ArAransatu Traveler. erville Journal.
r nn'l- nvupnv"'! D?- DAVID KENNEDY’S FAVOIUTEREMEDV affords complete satisfaction, and
A mas that can be flatteredis not neces1 do heartily recommend it for all who suffer as I did
Another
Life
Saved.
sarily n fool, but you can always make one
R. A. CAMPBELL.
of him.
two years ago, a prominent citizen
DR. DAVID KENNEDY'SFAVORITEREMEDY is a
of Chicago was told by bis physiciansthat he
They said his system was so debilitated that there was nothing left to build
on. He made up his mind to try a “new de-

MANENT ear*

roaches, rants, rats, mica,

Ryigh on Hats.’’ 16c.

«nd complete relief.FAVOR-

“Didn’t like the

CERTAIN, SPEEDY and PER-

the SAFE,

“The Remedy so favorablynoticed in an the
papers.
Religious and aecnlar,la

-

Orleans

Times-Democrat.

Tho proprietor of this oelobntod medleiao justly claims for it a taporiorityover
all remedies ever offered to the publio for

Nervous Weakness. Dyspepsia, Sexual Dobility,

beast.

oh! ma, can I

CHILLS and FEVER,

“It has become so common to begin a*
article in an elegant, interestingstyle.
“Then ran It into some advertisement
that we avoid all such,
“And simply call attentionto the merit*
of Hop Bitters in as plain, honest terms a*
possible,
“To induce people
“To give them one trial, which ao prove*
their value that they will never tue anything

•Kidney

recommend to those suilerlngwith HayFever. Ely’s Cream Balm. 1 have tried nearly
I

Btlnging.irrititlon,
Inflammation, all kidney and
urinary complaints, cured by “Buchu- Baiba." $L

fherubg.

AGUE

AID All MALARIAL DISEASES

Victim* of youenful Indiscretion* suffering
from nervous debility, lack of self-confldcnce. Impaired memory, and kindred symptoms, should send three letter stamps for
large Illustrated treatise, giving means of
certain euro, with numerous tesiimonlala.
Address World’s Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo.N. Y.

Because men, in business and the profeswomen, at home or In society, and chil-

ringingin the cars; a feverish head: frequent
nausea or a sinking at the pit of the stomach, should take warning at once. The stomach and head are in direct sympathy, and if
one lie Impaired the other can never be In
order. Acute dyspc|isia causes more insane
suicides than any other known agency, and
tho man. woman or child whoso stomach Is
deranged is not and cannot be safe from the
coining on at any moment of mania in
some one of its many terrible forms.
The value of moderationand the imperative necessity of care In keeping the stomach right must therefore be clear to all. The
least appearance of indigestionor mal asslmll ition of food should bo watched as careiully as the first' approach of an Invading
army. Many means have been advocated
for meeting such attacks, but nil have heretofore been more or loss defective. There
can be little doubt, however, that fqr tho
purpose of regulating the stomach, toning
It up to propbr nctloi^ keeping its nerves in
a normal condition, and purifying the blood,
Warner’s Tippecanoe The Best, excels all ancient or recent discoveries. It Is absolutely
pure and vegetable; it is certain to add vigor
to adults, while it cannot by any possibility
injure even a child. Tho fact that It was
used In the days of the famous Harrison
family is proof positive of its merit, as it has
so thoroughly withstood the test of time. As
a tonic and revlvifler It Is simply wonderful.
It has relieved the agony of the stomach in
thousands of cases; soothed the tired nerves;
produced penceful sleep, and averted the
coming on of a mania more to be dreaded
than death itself.

FEVER and

What is the most unfortunatevegetable
they could have on board a ship? A leek.

sions,

ous system determinesthe status of the
brain. Any one who has jicriodlcheadaches:
occasional dizziness; a dimness of vision; a

FOR THE CURE OP

dollar.

Why?

ing horsemen,stablemen, sportsmen, drivers, and breeders of horses of the country, ing.”
states that St. Jacobs Oil, the great pain
“Oh, yes, I did, mamma.”
cure, will do all that is claimed for it in the
“Well, what did the minister say?”
cure of aches, pains, and suffering in man
"He said that the picnic would start
and
»
at 10 o’clock Thursday morning— and

Couldn’t Stand Familiarity.

true, tls true t s a pity,

And pity ’tls,’tls true.
Dr, Pierce's Favorite Prescription’’ Is ttw
best restorativetonic for physical frailty in
women, or female weaknessesor derangement*. By druggists. Price reduced to one

Row

Advertising Cheats!!!

body,

soon be better.”
At tHe next station the old man and his
daughter left the cars, but the Incident,so
suggestiveof Shakspeare’sOphelia, awakened
strange thoughts lu tho mind of the writer.
It is an absolute fact that while tho population of America Increased 3u per cent, during the decade between is'O and ibbtr the inA Wonderful Kiibstnnce.
sanity IncrcaO was "Per •me hundred and thttTho results which are attending tho adtv-Jlve per cent. forMhe same period. Travelministration by Dr». Starkey k Pulon, 1109
ers by rail, by boat, or in carriagesin any Girard st,. Philo., of their vitalizing remedy
part of the land see large and elaborate for chronic diseases, give new surprises to
buildings, and inquire what they are.
patients and physiciansevery day. If you
insane asylums:
have any ailment about which you arc conWho builds them?
cerned, write for Information about their
Each State; every county; hundreds of treatment. It will be promptly sent.
private individuals, and In all cases their capacity is taxed to the utmost.
“Put up” at the Gault House.

Sir.

after an exhaustive interview with all lead-

is frail, often in

JOIN BOIL'S

01.

-Hamlet
That she

him.

anise.

,

Womtn.”

“Flinty, Thy Name Is

Anise grows wfld in Egypt, in Syria, A Young OM> Dementia— Uow It
Palestine, and all parts of the Levant,
Occasioned— Some New and Startbut the Romans considered the Egypling Truth*.
tian and Cretan anise to be the best,
The 8t Louis express, on the New York
especially for medicinal purposes. The
Central Road, Was crowded one evening reproduct of Southern Europe ii
is now
cently, when at one of the way stations, an
looked upon iHth favor. Among the
elderly gentfeman, accompaniedby a young
ancients, anise seems to have been a
lifly, entered the cars and? finally secured a
common pot-herb in every garden. Alscat As the conductor spproached the pair,
though it is less used in medicine by
the young lady arose, and In’a pleading voice
the moderns than by the ancients, it
said:
still retains its former reputation as an
“Please, sir, don’t let him carry mo to the
excellent stomachic,particularlv for asylum. I am not crazy; I am a little tired,
delicate women and young children.
_______ but not mad. oh! no, indeed. Won’t you
The Romans chew it in order to keep please have papa tike mo back hornet”
he conductor, accustomed though he was
up an agreeable moisture in the mouth,,
to gll phases of humanity,looked with asand sweeten the breath, while some tonishmentat the pair, as did the other pasOrientalsstill do the same. Some of sengers in their vidnitK. A, few words from
the Persian poets have sung the agree- the father, however, Sufficed, and the conable qualities of the anise, and a mod- ductor passed on while the young lady turned
her face to the window. , The writer chauopd
ern sweet ballad of Rome compares the to be seated Just behind the old gentleman,
slender grace of a young girl to the and could not forego the desire to speak to

Consumption Can Be Cured.

PRINTERS

!

Or persons of any professionwho contemplate establishingnewspaper printing offices In Nebraska or
Dakota should sommunlcatowith Tax Biocx City
NkwspafebUnion, No. 310 Douglas street. Sionx
City, lows, and save money.

The Buyers’ Guide is issued Sept,
and March, each year; 224 pages, 8} xlU
inches, with over 3,300iUustrations—
a whole pictnre gallery. Give* wholesale
prices direct to eoruumert on all goods for
personal
family use.
fells
order, and
gives exact
cost of everything you
use, drink,
eat, wear,
have fun
with.
invaluable
hooks contain Information gleaned from
the markets of the world. We will mail
a copy Free to any address upon receiptof the postage— 8 cent*. Let us tear
from
Respectfully,

or
M
or
These

howto
V H

M

you.

l\h&£rrrr°'1

“WU"

lai

Chrlitian Tern]

Hi

W.

$. Union.

<§.

SucceiBora to W. C.

MELIS.

A VERY RADICAL CHANGE

1
are sellingand keep for saleaomo verjr doe

Boy Smokers.
Here and there about the

street corners

and around the doors of places of amusement you

them

has been

COOKING STOVES,

will see a lot of urchins, some of

decently clad and presentinga re-

who

spectableapearance,

cigars. It

at exercrable

engaged in

are

manhoed by

asserting their

puffing away

A

presume

is fair to

that th'pir anxious mammas are not aware

•f the foul habits

their darling boys

A large stock of

up and practice outside of the parental
roof; but for their benefit they should

smoking

cian has investigatedthe effect of

HOLLAND, MICH.

large and very fine stock of

T H

O

I
We

has just been received and will be sold at remarkable low figures.
Boots and Shoes, Rubbers and Slippers superior to any in the City.

French physi-

that it is stated that a

-

iF-A-LL C L

pick

-X

know

goods at the (5ne-PriceStore of

in the stock of

HAlRINGTOIf,

E. J.

AND RANGES.

made

Gr

IN-

also have a stock of

always on hand.

on thirty boys, between the age* of nine
fifteen, who were addicted to the

and

Ladies are invited to

habit. Twenty-seven presented distinct
symptoms

of nicotine poison.

two there were, serious disordersof the

for

and examine our stock of

Spring Dress Goods, New Style

Faint 1 Calcimine Brushes.

of Prints, 1

Dress Patterns.

strong drinks;

f

was heart affection;in eight

in three there

decided deterioration of the blood; in
twelve there was frequent epitaxis; ten

ALABA STINE

had disturbed sleep, and four bad ulcera-

In all

HATS AND CAPS.

shades.

It is easy, then, to see

how

Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace,

in an endless number of styles

tion of the mucous msmbrance of the

mouth.

call

Urge assortmentof

a

cir-

culation, indigestion,dullness of intellect,

and a marked appetite

We have

In twenty-

’

and

Calicos

and designs.

the

ranks of the drunkards and dissolute men

“about town” are recruited,when there

many boys

are so

Gardeni Farming

Tools,

a fresh stock of groceries constantly on hand.

in training for delirum

tremens and the horrors of dissipation.

OOl^CE EAR/L'Y'

Tbe beet of

A RemarkableEscape,

woe afflicted for six years with
Asthma and Bronchitis, during which
Pa.,

lief. Her

life

and White Lead.

was despairedef,

until in

can be obtained of us.

Octeber she procured ebettleof Dr.

New

King’s

was

relief

when

Discovery,

felt, and

immediate

bycentinuing

. We keep all kinds of

its use

fer a short time she was completely cured,
gaining in flesh 50 lbs. in a few months.
Free Trial Bottles of this certain cure of
ell throat and inng diseases at

Wire

Barbed Ponce

H. Walsh’s

Drug Store. Large Battles $1.00.

COPPER, TIN,

Beneatha shady tree they sat;
He held her hand she held his hat :
1 held my breath and lay right flat;
They kissed— I saw them do it.
He held that kissing was no crime;
She held her head up every time;
I held my peace and wrote this rhyme.
While they thought no one knew it.

A

AND

IRONWARE,

is

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help you
to more money right away
than anything else in this world. All. of either
received a large Spring stock of sex. succeed from first hour. The broad road to
fortune opens before the workers, absolutely sure.
goods, consisting of
At once addressTkuk & Co.. Aagusta, Maine.

devoted most

great General

^ .
*

GLASS, ETC., ETC.

GIVE US A CALL.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

t

Prints,

and

Read the Detroit Post

-

Ginghams,

Hamburg Edgings.

and good bargains, to all who trade with us.

VAN OORT. &, BEEUWKES.
Holland. Mich., April 2,

LADIES'

1884.

SILK

The

best

Newspaper in Michigan.

^RELIABLE
ES
A

A

in

full stoclt of

j

always on band.

Co., of Boston,

G.

address of Robert P. Porter to the Ark-

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland, Mich., March 27,

England, on “Pro-

tariff will carry

ANTIDOTE TO
MALARIA.
Oftke.44MnrmySt.,N.Y.

bold everywii en-, aitc.

sealed envV^pe^^e^DraggUitacM
flU it!
WARD A CO., Louisiana, Mo.

plain

^Addreta DR.

TUTTS
HAIR DYE.
Gray Hair ob Whiskers changed

in-

Glossy Black by a single an.
plicationof tills Dye. Sold by DrugriiU,
otantly to a

THE FREE P

„

1884.

FOR THE

MJp V

'

or sent by express on receipt of 91.
Office, 44 Murray Street, New York.

TDn’S MANUAL OF

•

CAMPAia "
V

wiu, send the WEEK.
^ r
tmtll after election for on I . l.

H.

weight with these anxious

THE FREE PRESS CO.,

Detroit,

-Dealer in-

Price 10 cents.

The

The oldest established Stable

Burdock Blood

<3

Jewelry Watches,

Clergy, Medical Faculty and Peo-

all endorse

Bittersas

DIAMONDS,

the best system renovating, blood purify-

Silmre, Platefaart, ani
related of the late Charles

is

tbe humorist, that in a

fit

ing

Lamb was out, he

Fancy

THE ONLY

a

DIAMOND RINGS

Adolf Lalloz, carriage manufacturer,
Buffalo, says; “I was troubled with
Bitters cured

I

for a quick pain reliever.

EQuA1,

1884!
L \

To Isaac Fairbanks,Ids G. Herringa,

f

estate of A. T. Stewart, Simon Sprietsma,

Hope

H. McBride, O.

iuu mass.
w

•

E. Yates,

M. De Boe, Mrs. Flanders, John Kramer,
Mariinus Jonkman. M. P. Leveridge, 11.
D. Tost, Wm. A. Shields, J«hn C. Post

Mary

30 UNION SQUARE NEWYORK.

church, Gertrinda Werkmsn, Geer-

fle Bolling, P.

tbe

Common Council.

Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.

Come ^nd

O.

Holland. Mich., May

dealers in

FMimE,

U,
—

and

No

GA.

TOR SALE BY

Goedglock, Patrick J. Doylb, R.

that a special assessment roll, for the improving, grading and graveling of
Eleventh street, between the west side of
River street an j the center of Maple,
street, has been reported by tbe board of
assessors to the Common Council of the
city of Holland,and filed in this office;
and that the Common Council has fixed
upon the 23d day of September, A. D.,
1884, at 7:80 o'clock, p. m., at tbe Common Council rooms in said city, as the
time and place when and where they will
with the said board of assessors to

purify and enric h the BLOOD, regulate
LIVER and KIDNEYS, and Ukstoiik the
HEALTH end VIOOR of YOUTH! In all those
dlseu«es requiring a certainand efllclcnTONIC,

C.

II.

BOONE.
25-1 f

COME!

and-

STEKETEE &

K>ieC

have a

M
ff

lull line of

Summer Dress G(

warranted

trouble to show Goods.

FIRST

MEYER, BROUWER CO

Kanters. Leendert Mulder, U. B. Peck.
Grace Episcopal church, Thomas E. Annis, Public schoola of the city of

Holland and city of Holland: You
and each of you are hereby notified

not cheaper

——and

—

represented.

NO

City op Holland, )
2,

—

It will

the

especiallyDyspepsia. Want of Appetite. Indigestion, Lack of strenjMh, etc.. Us use is marked
with liuiiicdiutcand wonderliil results. Hones,
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Hraiu Power.
I A
sufferingfrom ail complaints
Li
1*1 BLw peculiar to their sex will find In
DE. HARTER'S IRON TONIC a safe and speedy
All
cure. It gives a clear and healthy complexion.
The strongest testimony to the value of 1)K.
IlA.iTEtt’sIkon Tonic is that frequent attempts
to be just as
at counterfeiting have only added to thepoptilarity of the original. If you earnestlydesire health
lam prepared to do repairing^ and engraving do not experiment-getthe OnioiNAL AND BEST.
*8end your addressto The Dr. Harter Med.Co.
promptly and in tlfc best manner.
BtLoul*. Mo., for our "DREAM BOOK."
\Fallof strange and useful ioformutlon,free.
Dr. Harter’s Iron Tonio is for Sale by au
examine our stock.

the Goods are

Special Assessor's Notice.
Clerk’s Office,Sept.

a^o keep on^hand a large assortment of

A

it

if

lock

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

bad bis foot badly jammed. Thomas’ Ecit. Nothing equal to

k

—and a—

Durfey, mate of steamer Arizona,

lectric Oil cured

ACTS REGARDING

Sr. Barter's

SPECTACLES

me.

as cheap,

Holland, July 28tb, 18$2.

The largestassortment of

f

nausea, sick headache and general debil-

with the finest horses and carriages for funeral

purposes, which I will furnish

than any party in this city.

ever displayed In thls City.

8. B.

near Eighth.

< TONIC
XI
SUMMER HAS

sonable. Prices.

again.”— TFrtfer&Mrv American,

city,

rlRON

Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-

ef absent-mind-

bis

said, “Well, I’ll call

ity. Burdock Blood

Street,

the city.

TRUE

f/S

look

Lamb,

own door one
and asked for "Mr. Lamb.” Not be
recognized, and en being told that Mr

edness be knocked at
day

On Market

in

I have the newest and best HEARSE In this

ing tonic in the world.
It

BOONE,

Addna

Otto Breyman

address on the

for a practical view of the tariff question.

ple

USEFUL RECEIPTS FREE.

CENTS.

and Free Trade To-day.” The

of the author of the

SELF-CURE.

favoi
favorite prescription of one of the

al-

publish in neat and convenient form, the

words

,f producing npposound digestion, regular stools, a clear
skin and a vigorous bod v. TUTT’S PILLS
cause no nausea or griping n?r interfere
with daily work and are a perfect *

\

G-BOCEBIES
New

on tho Liver. As aLivor medicin c TCTT’S
PILLS have no equal. Their aeUon on the

tite,

FREE!

C0TT03STI

A3ST3D

GENTS’ NECKWEAR

,

wright Club of

or®a frrine, cohstip/tioa? and demand the use of a remedy that acta directly

-rot

ASD GENTS’ HANDKERCHIEFS,

ways with one result. Success in every

tection

Daily $7 per Year; 00 cents $er month.
Weekly— One Dollar per year.

42-tf

that ten times that number of ladies have

&

T
of

_

Corsets.

We promiseprompt and gentlemanlytreatment

vivid imaginatioiWo believe the assertion

James R. Osgood

these sources arise tareo-fourth* ol

the diseases of the human race. These
symptoms indicate their existence !*>«$ ot
Appetite, Bowels costive, Sick Headache, nillneas after caking, a’-ernlon to
-*
- j- ~
SSVtMllUll
or* •aaaaaa**
mind, jLUh
Eructation
of food. Irritability of temper, JLow
spirits, A feeling of having neglected
somedniy, Dizziness, Flattering at the

engerl of the system,

of bis lime to the art, as this

adds one more to the 50,000 reported to
have danced wiUi him. It requires a

particular.

°,sToK"Au-?’m’
4.Fro,rJ1

:

must have

used Deland’s Soda and Saleratus, and

PILLS

G.YANPOTTEMSONS APRIZE.

Dress Goods.
Cottons.
CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND
Tickings.

said to have danced with La-

The

fayette.,

r-

!

GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,

lady died recently in one of aur lurge

who

TUirs

AGENTS

and

have

WHIPS, PUMPS.

-

SPRING
HAS- COn^CE
-

wanted for The Lives of all the
Presidentsof the U. 9. The
largest,handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice onr
price. The fastestselling book in America. Immense profits to agents. All Intelligent people
want it Any one can become a successful agent.
Terms free. Hallkt Book Co., Portland. Maine.

tiosiery.

cities

m-

BEST BABO-jAHsTS

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

time the best physicianscanid give nt re-

lest

Q-ET

Holland, Mich., Aug. 6th, 1884.

Mary A. Dailey, of Tuukhannock,

lire.

and

WALL PAPER

BREYMAN.

12,

1884. 48-ly'

WARD

Drug Store.

—

R. B. BEST, M. D.,Prop’r.

BURIAL caskets.
River
n

AT

T\

St..

Holland Mich.

^

make

ARTICLES

AM

LOW'S PERP0KE5,

not

kept COH8lanll7 on hani**

GIVE US

A. OAliIi.
R. B. BEST,

Holland, Mich,, Jane

87,

1884.

&

Glas"s\!

Mortgage Sale.

VWVWJU

UR,1T C3-OODS

%

C1UVM

day of September,

1884,

FRESH GROCERIES
and a superior stock of Canned Good*.

PLUG TOBACCO!

one o'clock in the afternoon of said day, at the
front door of the Court House of Ottawa County.
We are agents for the Celebrated “Duck” Brand
Michigan, in the city of Grand Haven, In said of Plug Tobacco. Every enstoraor baying this toCounty, there will bo sold nt public auction orveft bacco has a chance of drawing an alarm clock.
due, to the highest bidder the premisesin said
mo•rtgage described, or so much thereof as will
satisfysaid debt and the
interest t*
and
IUU tUVVIVfib
1414 expense
at

vaw*

b

Crockery, Stone

Alio a very large and assorted slock of
Default having been made in the conditions of a
certain mortgage dated May fourth (4th), A. D.
1870, and executed by Robert Akcrly and Sary C.
bia wife, to George IV. Joscelyn, and recorded
Which we intend to keep ah complete ax po.->
11IU Uim-V
AugustV second (2nd),A»,
A. At
D. 18J0, 111
in the
office til
of
the Registerof Deeds for Ottawa Connty,Michi- sihle embracing all the the latest and best made
fabrics.
gan, In Liber 11 of Mortgages, on page 401, npon
which mortgage there is claimed to be due, at the
date of this notice,four hundred and ninetyWe have in stock constantly
seven dollars and nineteen cents ($497.19.)arid
no suit or proceedingsat law or in equity having
been Instituted to recover the debt or any part

Thirtieth
A completeassortmentof

«c0‘M Z TOMB

this unparalleled offer; to all who are not
well satisfied we *11! send $1 to pay for the tronble
of writing ne. Pull particulars, directions, etc.,
eent free. Fortunes will be made by those who
give their whole time to the work. Great success
absolutely ssre. Doa’t delay. Start now. Addraas Stinson A Co., Portland. Maine.

____

Desci

_

—

time or in spare time only. The work is nniver*
fin I t'
^
-.1-1 V
sally adapted to both sexes, young and old. Yon

llH fix

Druggists and Dealers Everywhere.
3-ly

all

A large variety of

)

Mr, I. a. Anderson, a competent prescription
clerk,
and win
wlli be
found at all hours,
-k, has
nas charge,
cnarge. aim
ne tound
dy to compound prescriptions in a thoroughly - —
W, v MV, at-utuiv*SM
JAlUVXi.
re Ha
able manner.
and provided, notice is hereby given that on the

the working claes. Send 10 cents
ITI llil I for P,,?t“ZO.and we will mail. you/m,
U vlil/ “ royal, valuable box of sample goods
that will pnt yon in the way of mak
ing more money in a few days than you ever _
for

__

Straw Hats of

of this advertisement and sale, vi*.: The DECORATED
oathcast quarter O^oUhe northwest qaarter^)
quarter 04) of section three (3)rtown five (5), north
range sixteen(16) west, lying in the town of
olland,Ottawa County. Michigan,

,

gb6rgeiTjo8cblyn,

AND PLAIN FLOWER

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
STEKETEE
1884°
C.

Holland, Michigan, Jane 88, A. D.

leat^MSw

m
.

POTS.

Holland, May 88,

A

'BOS.
Sd-ly

